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The purpose of this review is to focus from an experimental point-of-view on the new physical
properties of some of the thinnest superconducting films that can be fabricated and studied in situ
nowadays with state-of-the-art methods. An important characteristic of the films we address is
that the underlying electronic system forms a two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG). Up to now
there are only few of these systems. Such true 2D superconductors can be divided into two classes:
surface-confined or interface-confined films. Because the second types of films are burried below
the surface, they are not accessible to purely surface-sensitive techniques like angular-resolved pho-
toemission spectroscopy (ARPES) or scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS). As a consequence the
bandstructure characteristics of the 2DEG cannot be probed nor the local superconducting proper-
ties. On the other hand, in situ prepared surface-confined films are nowadays accessible not only to
ARPES and STS but also to electrical transport measurements. As a consequence surface-confined
systems represent at present the best archetypes on which can be summarized the new properties
emerging in ultimately thin superconducting films hosting a two-dimensional electron gas, probed
by both macroscopic and microscopic measurement techniques. The model system we will widely
refer to consists of a single atomic plane of a conventional superconductor, like for example lead
(Pb), grown on top of a semiconducting substrate, like Si(111). In the introductory part (I) we first
introduce the topic and give historical insights into this field. Then in the section II, we introduce
useful concepts worked out in studies of so-called ”granular” and ”homogeneous” superconducting
thin films that will be necessary to understand the role of non-magnetic disorder on 2DEG su-
perconductors. In this section, we also briefly review the superconducting properties of crystalline
Pb/Si(111) ultrathin films grown under ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) conditions in order to illustrate
their specific properties related to quantum-size effects. In the next section (III) we review the
growth methods and structural properties of the presented 2DEG surface-confined superconductors.
In section (IV), we review the electronic structure and Fermi surface properties as measured by
macroscopic ARPES and confront them to ab initio DFT calculations based on the characterized
atomic structures of the monolayers. The following section (V) reviews the macroscopic properties
inferred from in situ electrical transport measurements methods, including attempts to study the
Berezinsky-Kosterlitz-Thouless 2D regime. In the last section (VI), we summarize the emerging
local spectroscopic properties measured by STS. These latter demonstrate variations of the local
superconducting properties at a scale much shorter than the superconducting coherence length
due to a combined effect of non-magnetic disorder and two-dimensionality. Further peculiar local
spectroscopic effects are presented giving evidence for the presence of a mixed singlet-triplet super-
conducting order parameter induced by the presence of a strong Rashba spin-orbit coupling term
at the surface. These local signatures will be discussed along with ARPES and transport measure-
ments in parallel high magnetic field on closely related systems. Finally, we present in anisotropic
Pb and In monolayers the peculiar role played by atomic steps on vortex properties, leading to the
observation by STS of mixed Abrikosov-Josephson vortices in agreement with in situ macroscopic
transport measurements. From the overview of all recent experimental and theoretical results it
appears that these surface 2D superconductors, such as one monolayer of Pb on Si(111), are ideal
templates to engineer and realize topological superconductivity.

PACS numbers: 74.45.+c, 74.55.+v, 74.78.-w, 74.78.Na
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I. INTRODUCTION

Early in 1964 Ginzburg and Kirzhnits have con-
jectured the possible existence of superconductivity
being confined at the very surface of a solid1. They
had in mind a truly two-dimensional superconductor
in the sense that the electron gas itself would be
localized on the surface of the material and would form
a two-dimensional electronic system. As experimental
realizations Ginzburg and Kirzhnits imagined two
systems. In the first one the bulk material would be
a dielectric hosting Tamm surface states which filling
could be induced and controlled by charge transfer. An
attractive electron-phonon coupling should then develop
in the surface layer to induce superconductivity, possibly
involving surface phonons. As a second system they
imagined a bulk metal also hosting Tamm surface states.
In order to enable revealing intrinsic surface supercon-
ductivity, the attractive coupling between electrons and
phonons should be larger for surface electrons than for
bulk electrons2. Very interestingly, due to a softening of
phonon modes at the surface, Ginzburg envisioned the
possibility to obtain high-Tc surface superconductors in
both of these systems. Surface engineering with suitable
light-element-molecules was also mentioned as a way to
enhance the critical temperature, following the ideas of
Little3.

Historically, the study of clean surface or interface
systems was long hindered by technical limitations
in the cleanliness of the preparation processes. First
of all, the search for the thinnest superconductors
began with the study of ultrathin superconducting films
deposited on an insulating or semiconducting substrate,
using the physical vapor deposition method through
resistive Joule heating4. These films usually consisted
of nanocrystallites or crystalline grains, structurally
and electrically coupled togoether. Depending on the
electrical coupling between neighboring grains, the
obtained superconducting films can be divided into two
classes of systems, so-called granular and homogeneous
systems.

As we explain below in section II, the development of
this field brought forward important new concepts and
clarifications about the role of non-magnetic disorder in
conventional ultrathin superconductors. Nevertheless,
the preparation conditions did not enable fabricating
true 2D-electron-gas based superconducting systems.
This does not mean that 2D-superconductivity could not
be reached : on the contrary, as soon as the film thickness
d is smaller than the superconducting coherence length
in the direction perpendicular to the film’s surface,
2D-superconductivity is realized. Typically the thinnest
granular or homogeneous films studied there are about
a few nanometers thick and do not superconduct above
a critical disorder. This threshold for the destruction of
superconductivity occurs when kF le decreases toward
unity (kF being the Fermi wave vector and le the elastic
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electronic mean-free-path). In terms of the macroscopic
sample resistivity, superconductivity disappears when
the square resistance of the film becomes compara-
ble to the quantum of resistance for electron pairs
(Rsquare ' h/4e2 = 6.45kΩ). Rsquare corresponds to the
resistance of a square film, thus Rsquare = ρL/dw where
ρ is the electrical resistivity d,w, L being respectively
the sample thickness, width, and length. For a square
film l = w and thus Rsquare = ρ/d.

The advent of molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) and
surface physics methods, with the use of ultrahigh
vacuum (UHV) techniques and highly purified source
materials, enabled bridging the gap. Favorable growth
conditions were obtained in order to create clean surface
and interface systems. Up to now, the widely studied
semiconducting III-V of II-VI heterostructures, like for
instance the very well-known GaAs/AlGaAs 2D electron
gas system (2DEG), which allowed the discovery of
the integer and fractionnal quantum Hall effect, did
not reveal any superconducting behavior. The first
system that appeared to be close to a true 2DEG system
and showed a superconducting transition below 1K is
LaAlO3/SrTiO3

5,6. This oxyde heterostructure is built
out of two insulating parts. At the interface, a charge
transfer occurs to release strong electric polarization
effects in the upper LaAlO3 layer. As a result an
interface electron gas is formed about 10 nm below the
surface, which electro-chemical potential can be tuned
by electrostatic gating. This gating allows the system to
be tuned from a superconducting state with a maximum
critical temperature to an insulator when the 2DEG is
fully depleted. The microscopic pairing mechanism in
these systems is still debated and under study. A recent
overview of superconductivity in oxydes interfaces can
be found by Gariglio et al.7

As these types of interface films are burried below
the surface, they are not accessible to purely surface-
sensitive techniques like angular-resolved photoemission
spectroscopy (ARPES) or scanning tunneling spec-
troscopy (STS). As a consequence the bandstructure
characteristics of the 2DEG cannot be probed nor the
local superconducting properties. On the other hand,
in situ prepared surface-confined films grown by MBE
are nowadays accessible not only to in situ ARPES and
STS but also to in situ magneto-electrical transport
measurements and structural characterization tools like
electronic or optical surface diffraction. As a conse-
quence surface-confined systems represent at present the
best archetypes on which can be summarized the new
properties emerging in ultimately thin superconducting
films hosting a two-dimensional electron gas, because
they can be probed by both in situ macroscopic and
microscopic measurement techniques. The model system
we will widely refer to in this review consists of a single
atomic plane of a conventional superconductor, like for
example lead (Pb), grown on top of a semiconducting
substrate, like Si(111)8. By conventional supercon-

ductivity we mean that the pairing interaction is of
electron-phonon type.

We decided also in this paper not to focus on re-
cent advances in studying few layers, bilayers or
monolayers of dichalcogenides materials. In these
systems conventional superconductivity is most prob-
ably at play. This includes for example the study of
ultrathin MoS2 or 2H-NbSe2 films, using various surface
encapsulation techniques to protect the layers and/or
gating techniques to reach the 2D electronic regime
of superconductivity9–14. We believe that although
very interesting results were obtained in this field re-
cently, these measurements consist in almost exclusively
magneto-electrical transport experiments. This is way
too lacunar yet to furnish an overview of their precise
superconducting properties from a multi-techniques
approach. For similar reasons we will not address
recent results obtained by inducing superconductivity
at the surface of SrTiO3

15 or layered ZrNCl16 using an
electric-double-layer gating in an organic electrolyte, or
at the surface of graphene using proximity effects17,18.

We also mention that it is beyond the scope of
this review paper to cover the recent advances obtained
in the field of unconventional superconductivity, where
the pairing mechanism is not mediated by an electron-
phonon interaction. In particular very promising results
were obtained by fabricating in UHV ultrathin cuprates
films19. In the field of iron-based superconductivity,
trumendous effects of the control of the interface and
substrate termination were demonstrated for FeSe films
using an SrTiO3 substrate20,21. A critical tempera-
ture above 100 K was reported for one unit cell of
FeSe/SrTiO3, which is one order of magnitude larger
than the bulk FeSe critical temperature. There is thus
hope in these fields both to better study and understand
the unconventional superconducting properties and
to engineer a higher critical temperature by playing
suitably with the substrate.

We will adopt in our review the following plan. In
the next section II, we will introduce useful concepts
worked out in studies of so-called ”granular” and
”homogeneous” superconducting thin films that will
be necessary to understand the role of non-magnetic
disorder on 2DEG superconductors. In this section, we
will also briefly review the superconducting properties
of crystalline Pb/Si(111) ultrathin films grown under
ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) conditions in order to illustrate
their specific properties related to quantum-size effects
and thickness reduction. In the section (III) we will
review the growth methods and structural properties
of the presented 2DEG surface-confined superconduc-
tors. In section (IV), we will present the electronic
structure and Fermi surface properties as measured by
macroscopic ARPES and confront them to ab initio
DFT calculations based on the characterized atomic
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structures of the monolayers. The following section
(V) will summarize the macroscopic properties inferred
from ex situ and in situ magneto-electrical transport
measurements, including recent attempts to study the
Berezinsky-Kosterlitz-Thouless 2D regime. In the last
section (VI), we will summarize the emerging local
spectroscopic properties measured by STS. These latter
demonstrate new short-range spatial variations of the
local superconducting properties due to a combined
effect of non-magnetic disorder and two-dimensionality,
and peculiar in-gap states giving evidence for the pres-
ence of a mixed singlet-triplet superconducting order
parameter induced by the presence of a strong Rashba
spin-orbit coupling term at the surface. These local
signatures will be discussed along with ARPES and in
situ transport measurements in parallel high-magnetic
field on closely related systems. Finally, the peculiar
role played by atomic steps in anisotropic monolayers on
vortex properties, leading to the observation of mixed
Abrikosov-Josephson vortices in agreement with in situ
macroscopic transport measurements will be presented.
In a last section, we will conclude and summarize the
key-results obtained using both local and macroscopic
measurement techniques. We will also figure out the
remaining important issues to be clarified in monolayer
superconductors. From the overview of all recent
experimental and theoretical results it will appear that
these surface 2D superconductors, such as one monolayer
of Pb on Si(111), are ideal templates to engineer and
realize topological superconductivity.

II. BASIC PROPERTIES OF ULTRATHIN
DISORDERED S-WAVE SUPERCONDUCTORS

Real materials are not pure and contain impurities or
structural defects which may deeply alter their electronic
properties. It was shown by Abrikosov, Gorkov22 and
Anderson23 that the presence of non-magnetic disorder
in s-wave superconductors does not alter their thermody-
namic properties, upon the assumption of time-reversal
symmetry. Later on, detailed experimental and theo-
retical investigations have addressed over decades the
effect of disorder on the properties of superconductors,
in particular through thickness reduction. As a result,
several complicated situations may occur, depending on
the interplay between structural and electronic prop-
erties of the material. Some of these aspects are re-
viewed briefly by Goldman and Markovic24 and thor-
oughly by Feigel’man et al.25 and by Gantmakher and
Dolgopolov26. In general a transition to a metallic or in-
sulating state occurs beyond a critical disorder, which is
achieved when the film’s square resistance becomes com-
parable to Rsquare ' h/4e2.

Ga Bia) b)

FIG. 1: Illustration of the different behaviors observed
in so-called granular and homogeneous disordered su-
perconducting ultrathin films. Evolution of the tempera-
ture dependence of the square resistance of Gallium and Bis-
muth ultrathin films. Each curve corresponds to a deposited
thickness given in Å. (a) Granular Ga films deposited by the
quench-condensed method on a quartz substrate. Data repro-
duced from Jaeger et al.31. (b) Bi films grown by the same
method but deposited on a Ge-coated layer. Data reproduced
from Haviland et al.34. The thickness increments are respec-
tively of 0.05-0.1 Å for Ga and 5.4 Å for Bi.

A. Granular superconducting films

Historically, so-called granular materials were syn-
thetized first using the quench condensation method4.
Usually these thin films were synthetized by evaporating
a metallic source onto a cold dielectric substrate consist-
ing of glass or quartz. These films consist of grains or
nanocrystallites oxydized at their surface because they
were prepared in a rather high vacuum pressure. Thus
these grains are coupled together by low-transparency
tunnel junctions: the electrons can not directly hop from
one grain to the next but should tunnel to be transferred
from one nanocrystal to the other. As a consequence the
electrical coupling between neighboring grains is rather
poor and Coulombic effects start to play an important
role through the charging energy associated to each grain.
The grain’s charging energy is Ec = e2/2C, where e is the
electronic charge and C the grain’s effective capacitance.
It represents the Coulombic energy barrier necessary to
inject (extract) one electron into a particular grain27.
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In granular materials, the charging energy Ec com-
peats with another energy scale, the Josephson energy
EJ , related to the establishment of superconductivity
in the whole film28–31 by coupling the superconducting
phases of neighboring grains. The Josephson energy is
given by EJ = Φ0Ic, Φ0 = h/2e being the flux quantum
and Ic the critical current, i.e. the maximum supercur-
rent, of a Josephson junction. As the grains are elec-
tronically poorly coupled to each other, superconductiv-
ity develops in each grain labelled by the index j with
its own order parameter ∆j exp(iΦj) (amplitude ∆j and
phase Φj) and couples from one grain to the next by the
Josephson effect.

The ratio between the Josephson and the charging en-
ergy characterizes how Cooper pairs can tunnel from one
grain to the neighboring one and establish a long range
phase coherence of the superconducting order (EJ � Ec)
or in the contrary be blocked on grains by charging ef-
fects (Ec � EJ). The typical evolution of the critical
temperature as a function of film thickness d is seen on
Fig. 1(a). The temperature onset, where the resistance
starts to decrease from above, does not change with thick-
ness. This indicates that the superconducting transition
temperature remains roughly constant and over a thick-
ness change of less than one monolayer the films go to
an insulating state. To summarize the granular super-
conductors’s properties: there is a competition between
Coulomb blockade and Josephson coupling and the Tc of
the whole film is given by the elementary grain’s Tc which
does not change much upon thickness reduction.

B. Disordered homogeneous superconducting films

With the progress in deposition techniques, so-called
disordered homogeneous superconducting films could be
grown24,25,32–34. As shown in Fig. 1(b), they are charac-
terized by a gradual reduction of their critical tempera-
ture Tc with decreasing thickness d. This behavior is at
variance with the one seen in Fig. 1(a). In contrast to the
synthesis process used forgranular films described above,
a germanium few monolayer thick film is deposited first
on top of the dielectric substrate. This provides dan-
gling bonds at the surface making the growth of metal
films much more smooth and homogeneous on the Ge-
coated substrate. These disordered homogeneous films
consist of nanocrystals well-coupled electrically to each
other: in contrast to granular films there are no weak
links between the neighboring nanocrystal. This situa-
tion is in practice achieved in many ultrathin films: Pb,
In, Bi, Al, MoGe, nitrides like TiN or NbN24,25,32,33. In
all these systems (about 2 nm thick for the thinnest) the
superconducting properties are two-dimensional (2D), as
the film thickness d is smaller than the low-temperature
superconducting coherence length ξ0, but the underlying
electronic wavefunctions are still three-dimensional (3D)
as λF remains significantly smaller than d.

The mechanisms driving the film from a super-

FIG. 2: Spatial gap variations observed in so-called
homogeneous disordered superconducting ultrathin
films. The color map represents the superconducting gap
measured locally by STS in a 3.6 nm thick TiN film grown
ex situ on Si/SiO2 substrate. The superconducting inhomo-
geneities show up on a scale of few tens of nanometers. The
film’s temperature dependent electrical resistivity and typical
STS spectrum are shown in Fig. 4 for film TiN1. Adapted
from Sacépé et al.39.

conducting to an insulating or metallic state are a
complex combination of Coulombic effects and Anderson
localization effects, both being induced by increasing
disorder24,25.

Coulombic effects alone lead to the so-called Fermionic
scenario35. It is characterized by enhanced Coulomb
repulsion between delocalized electrons because in-
creased scattering due to high disorder provokes a
reduced electronic screening. This reduced electronic
screening was originally predicted by Altshuler and
Aronov in disordered metallic systems. They showed
that this effect results in a spectroscopic signature :
there is a reduced electronic density of states (DOS)
at the Fermi level. This effect is now referred to as
the Altshuler-Aronov anomaly36. In the Finkelstein
scenario, the Altshuler-Aronov effect leads to a reduced
electron-phonon coupling constant through the increased
electronic repulsion term, and thus to a reduced Tc for
increasing disorder.

On the other hand, Anderson localization effects
alone induced by strong disorder (i.e. neglecting
Coulombic effects) lead to the localization of single-
electron wavefunctions on a localization length Lloc
(see25 and references therein). This localization process
introduces a new energy scale δloc = 1/(ν0L

3
loc), ν0 being

the DOS at EF per spin. δloc represents the average
electronic level spacing in a volume of size L3

loc where
electrons are localized. In principle, Cooper pairing of
electrons in a localized volume is still possible if δloc is
smaller than Tc, as it is the case for single isolated small
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FIG. 3: Emergent granular superconducting properties in a so-called homogeneously disordered ultrathin film.
2.14 nm thick NbN film, probed by scanning tunneling spectroscopy. (a) Topographic map of the NbN area under study
(Tc = 3.8 K). (b) Corresponding map displaying, by a color code, the spatial variations of the superconducting gap ∆ measured
at T = 300 mK. Gap inhomogeneities appear on a scale much larger than the size of the nanocrystals (dg ≈ 2 − 5 nm)
constituting the NbN films, seen in the topographic map and characterized by TEM. (c) Cross-correlation map between the
topographic and spectroscopic maps revealing the absence of correlation. (d) Autocorrelation map of the gap map shown in (b).
(e) Schematics of the relevant length scales. (f) Radial profile extracted from the autocorrelation map in (d). The correlation
length Li is defined as the abscissa of the first peak away from the center and so is about 100 nm in the present sample. The
central peak width, about Li/2 ≈ 50 nm, gives an estimate of the typical domain size of constant gap values. This value
is an order of magnitude larger than both the coherence length ξ0 and the nanocrystal size dg. Data from Carbillet et al.43

reproduced with permission.

grains37,38. Thus, upon increasing disorder, a transition
occurs to non-superconducting state when δloc ' Tc.
This is the so-called Bosonic scenario. The resulting
insulating state can thus in principle hosts localized
Cooper pairs. In real systems the situation can be quite
complex because both phenomena, Coulombic effects
driving the Fermionic scenario and localization effects
driving the Bosonic scenario, are usually simultaneously
at play.

One fascinating feature discovered recently in these
so-called homogeneous systems, using scanning tunnel-
ing spectroscopy (STS), is the emergence of granular-
ity or inhomogeneity in their superconducting properties
with increasing disorder, i.e. with kF le decreasing toward
unity39–43 (kF being the Fermi wave vector kF ≤ 1.2 Å−1

and le the electronic mean-free-path typically less than
few nm). In terms of the film’s square resistance, sizable
effects start to happen when Rsquare becomes larger than

about 1kΩ. It is observed that the superconducting gap
measured in the local density of states (LDOS) by STS,
presents at low temperature significant spatial variations
on a length scale larger than the superconducting coher-
ence length ξ0. This effect is illustrated for a 3.6 nm
thick TiN film in Fig. 2, whose characteristic resistivity
and STS spectra are shown in Fig. 4 corresponding to
the film TiN1.

Furthermore, one can wonder how these inhomo-
geneities are correlated to the disorder potential present
in the film and ask ourselves whether these inhomo-
geneities are correlated to the distribution of nanocrys-
tals constituting the films. This issue was addressed re-
cently by Carbillet et al.43. It was shown that such spa-
tial gap variations are not correlated with the spatial
distribution of NbN nanocystal constituting the films.
This work is illustrated on a 2.14 nm thick NbN film
studied over a 300 × 300 nm2 area shown in Fig. 3a,b.
The cross-correlation analysis, shown in Fig. 3c, is per-
formed between the gap map presented in Fig. 3b and
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(a) (b)

FIG. 4: Effect of increasing disorder on the local density of states of so-called homogeneously disordered ultrathin
film. (a) Square resistance versus temperature for three ultrathin TiN samples of increasing disorder. (b) Normalized differential
tunneling conductance measured by STS at T = 50 mK (dots). The spectra are shifted for clarity. The BCS fits (solid lines)
were calculated with the following parameters: TiN1: ∆ = 260 µeV and an effective temperature Teff = 0.25 K; TiN2:
∆ = 225 µeV and Teff = 0.32 K; TiN3: ∆ = 154 µeV and Teff = 0.35 K. Data from Sacépé et al.39.

the topography seen in Fig. 3a. Fig. 3c shows no cross-
correlation43. The relevant characteristic size of the do-
mains of constant superconducting gap is extracted from
the autocorrelation map of the gap map (Fig. 3d). The
analysis shows that this size is about 50 nm, an order
of magnitude larger than both the coherence length ξ0
(about 5 nm) and the size dg (of about 2-5 nm) of the
nanocrystals constituting the NbN film. A consequence
of this work is that the superconducting inhomogeneities
are not linked in a trivial way to the nano-structuration
of the film.

Simultaneously, for increasing disorder levels the local
dI/dV spectra measured by STS start to deviate more
and more from single-particle BCS excitation spectra, as
found earlier in planar tunnel junctions33. This is il-
lustrated in three ultrathin TiN films TiN1, Ti2, TiN3
of increasing disorder in Fig. 4b. Their corresponding
square resistance versus temperature dependence is given
in Fig. 4a. For low-disordered films (not shown here),
kF le � 1, Rsquare � 1 kΩ and the dI/dV spectra can be
fitted using a BCS DOS without any additional broaden-
ing parameter. For smaller kF le values and Rsquare larger
than about 1 kΩ, the spectra show significantly smaller
gap values, together with smaller and broader coherence
peaks39–43. The tunneling spectra can be partially mod-
elled using either the empirical Dynes parameter44 or al-
ternatively a higher effective temperature as in Fig. 4b.
At the same time a stronger and stronger Altshuler-
Aronov background develops at EF affecting an energy
range several orders of magnitude larger than the super-
conducting gap40,43. This latter effect makes it very hard
to model and fit properly the experimental dI/dV spec-
tra, as there is no analytical formula how to include such
electronic correlation effects in the excitation spectra, al-
though there are some recent attempts45. For very large
disorder the coherence peaks almost disappear46.

Another striking effect is found as the insulating
(metallic) transition is approached further from the su-
perconducting side. Above the critical temperature Tc
measured by transport experiment (usually defined as the

temperature at which the zero resistance state is reached,
but other operating definitions are also frequently used),
a depleted DOS without coherence peaks remains at EF
in the STS spectra over an energy scale comparable to
the superconducting gap ∆, and one recovers the normal
DOS at significantly higher temperature40,43,46,47. This
effect is referred to as a pseudogap, reminding the sim-
ilarity of the observed effect with what is known from
cuprates superconducting materials.

In addition to their fascinating basic properties, these
systems attracted a lot of attention in the past fifteen
years due to their chemical stability in air, their applica-
tion in single-photon detectors or bolometers48 and their
potential to realize high-kinetic inductance elements49.

C. Crystalline ultrathin superconducting films

In parallel to the works on disordered superconducting
films reported above, a complementary field studying
the superconducting properties of crystalline ultrathin
films grown under ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) emerged in
the last ten years50–56. These works were initiated by
earlier studies in surface physics using MBE techniques.
These new studies enabled extending earlier work in this
direction57,58. Crystalline films grown in UHV are much
less disordered than granular or homogeneous disordered
films presented above. Furthermore, their thickness can
be controlled at the atomic level yielding high-quality
macroscopic single-crystals. As a consequence crys-
talline films behave as very weakly disordered diffusive
thin films hosting a perfect crystalline structure. For
a given thickness their superconducting properties
are thus homogeneous. The precise dependence of
the superconducting properties as a function of film
thickness could be studied in details50,52–56. Moreover,
fine effects due to quantum confinement predicted
earlier59,60 were also investigated50,51,53. Let us note
that we do not mention here the important new studies
of the Berezinski-Kosterlitz-Thouless regime that will
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be presented later in section V D. The new interesting
outcomes discovered during the studies of crystalline
films are the following :

i) The superconducting properties are modulated
by quantum-size effects due to the discrete vertical con-
finement produced by the integer number of monolayers
constituting the film.

ii) The intrinsic behavior of the critical temperature-
energy gap and electron-phonon coupling constant could
be studied as function of film thickness emphasizing the
role of the surface and substrate.

iii) At the ultimate confinement, there exist several
experimental systems consisting of a single plane of
atoms grown on a semiconducting substrate that do
superconduct and form a two-dimensional electron gas.

Most recent systematic studies were performed on
lead (Pb) films grown on silicon Si(111) substrate in
UHV. This was made possible because silicon and lead
are nonmiscible with each other, which results in an
abrupt Pb/Si interface. This simple fact combined
with the remarkable property for lead that, twice the
interatomic distance between the (111) dense Pb planes
is almost commensurate with half the Pb bulk Fermi
wavelength, λF /2 ∼ 1.8 ML, have allowed researchers
to grow both atomically smooth crystalline lead films
over macroscopic distances and large nanoislands in a
layer-by-layer way and study their local or macroscopic
superconducting properties50,52–56.

The fabrication method is molecular beam epitaxy.
First, the silicon substrate is prepared by direct current
heating with several flashes up to 1200◦C, followed
by an annealing from 900◦C to 500◦C during about
15 minutes. This leads to the so-called Si(111)-7x7
reconstruction of the atomic planes of the silicon surface.
Pb is further evaporated on the freshly prepared Si(111)-
7x7 substrate using either direct Joule heating with
a filament or electron beam bombardment. For STS
studies the deposition of Pb can be done on a substrate
kept at room temperature, favoring the formation of
flat-top islands61,62. These islands are single crystals
and grow following a Stranski-Krastanov mode. A
highly disordered Pb wetting layer covers first the entire
Si(111) surface. Its thickness is about 2ML (the exact
coverage of the wetting layer depends on the substrate
temperature during the deposition). Pb Islands further
grow, crystallizing directly on top of the silicon surface63.
The Pb islands remain interconnected by the ultrathin
Pb wetting layer. For macroscopic measurements
like ARPES, electrical transport or magnetometry,
the substrate has to be held below 130K favoring a
layer-by-layer growth. In this case all Pb layers are
crystalline and the resulting sample is a single crystal.
The precise thickness of the Pb islands or films, defined
with respect to the top silicon atomic plane, is an exact

FIG. 5: Quantum-size effects on the critical tempera-
ture and density-of-states of macroscopically uniform
monocrystalline Pb films measured ex situ. Pb films
are grown in UHV on Si(111) and capped by a 4 ML Au pro-
tective layer to enable ex situ electrical resistivity measure-
ments in perpendicular magnetic field. The films are macro-
scopically uniform and perfectly homogeneous, their thick-
ness corresponding to an integer number N of Pb monolayers
(ML). The critical temperature Tc is presented as a function
of N (left axis, dots). As shown in the inset, Tc is extracted
from the resistance value at half the normal state value. The
density-of-states at the Fermi level is assumed to be propor-
tionnal to the derivative of the perpendicular upper critical
field Hc2 with respect to the temperature T evaluated at Tc
(right axis, stars). Oscillations between 23 and 28 ML are due
to vertical quantum confinement in the crystalline Pb films.
Data reproduced from Guo et al.50.

integer number of atomic Pb monolayers. This fact is
demonstrated by the energy spectrum of quantum-well
states confined in the direction perpendicular to the
film measured by both ARPES and STS and further
compared to ab initio calculations for free-standing Pb
films64–68.

Because uniform Pb films can be prepared over
macroscopic areas on Si(111) and their thickness can
be controlled as an integer number of monolayers, Guo
et al. could realize a tour-de-force and first revealed
quantum-size effects on the superconducting properties
of crystalline films50. In order to extract the critical
temperature Tc as a function of film thickness, they pro-
tected their films by a 4 MLs thick Au protective layer
and performed ex situ electrical resistivity measurements
in perpendicular magnetic field. Figure 5 shows that be-
tween 23 and 28 ML thickness, the critical temperature
Tc oscillates due to quantum-size effects with a 2 ML
periodicity. Between 20 and 15 ML, Tc continuously
decreases below 6.0 K. The behavior of Tc below 20 ML
is most probably affected by inverse proximity effect
from the Au protective layer. The quantum oscillations
in Tc above 20 ML are supported by concommitant os-
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FIG. 6: Comparison of the critical temperature of
crystalline Pb films as a function of the number of
monolayers extracted from in situ or ex situ local or
global measurements. The critical temperature Tc is pre-
sented as a function of inverse film thickness 1/d for monocrys-
talline Pb films grown in UHV on Si(111). In local STS mea-
surements the gap was measured and Tc was inferred assum-
ing bulk ∆/kTc ratio. For macroscopic measurement tech-
niques, i.e. magnetic susceptibility measurements and in situ
and ex situ transport, the Tc is directly measured. Data re-
produced from Brun et al.55.

cillations in the DOS at EF calculated for free-standing
films and measured using the upper critical field (stars,
right axis). The characterization of the films thickness
is acertained by photoemission measurements of the
energies of quantum-well states present in the studied
Pb films. Interestingly quantum-size effects were found
previously and later on to affect all physico-chemical
properties of Pb films or islands, including their growth
process and stable heights61,69–72, work function and
surface energy68,73, perpendicular upper critical field51,
chemical reactivity74, calculated superconducting critical
temperature75 or Kondo temperature of adsorbed single
magnetic molecules76 to mention a few.

The thickness-dependent superconducting proper-
ties were studied by ex situ50 and in situ elec-
trical transport77, in situ STS53,55,56 and ex situ
magnetometry52. STS results points to a BCS behavior
of the local DOS down to few MLs53,55. The average
trend of all data, although not performed on exactly
the same systems because of the capping layers used in
ex situ measurements, reveal that both the gap ∆ and
the critical temperature Tc diminish with decreasing
film thickness d as 1/d. This is shown in Fig. 6. This
reduction can be partly explained by ab initio DFT
calculations of the electron-phonon coupling constant λ
for Pb free-standing films, using the Migdal-Eliashberg
theory. These calculations show indeed that λ decreases
with film thickness55,78, the reduction starting to be
significant below 10 ML. Let us note that the Eliashberg
function could be measured for Pb islands thicker
than 10 ML grown on Cu(111) by inelastic STS79.
These experimental results agree with ab initio DFT

calculations. These measurements show an enhanced
electron-phonon coupling constant when quantum-well
states are close to EF

79, which is a quantum-size effect.
One can further wonder whether the oscillations of

Tc, measured by ex situ transport measurements50 on
Pb films which are due to quantum-size-effects, are also
found in the in situ measurements of ∆ by STS. A
definite answer cannot be given yet as various studies
performed at rather high temperatures lead to differ-
ent results53,55. A more careful investigation at very-low
temperature is needed in order to benefit from a higher
energy resolution (possibly using a superconducting tip)
and fully clarify this issue. Let us also note that a re-
cent theoretical work shed new light on the theoretical
treatment of quantum-size effects in BCS thin films80,81.
In particular, Valentinis et al. have shown that, in con-
trast to previous calculations suggesting discontinuous
jumps in Tc as a function of film thickness due to dis-
crete jumps in the DOS (see among others59,60,75), Tc is
in fact a smooth function of the film thickness80,81. They
also found that depending on the confinement potential
existing in the ultrathin film, Tc can be reduced with re-
spect to the bulk Tc, or be increased above the bulk Tc
before droping to zero for zero thickness. Key-ingredients
in this treatment appeared to be the self-consistent ad-
justment of the chemical potential with varying thickness
and the detailed consideration of finite well effects.

The second contribution which should also play an im-
portant role in reducing ∆ and Tc, but has not yet been
considered theoretically is the continuous reduction of
the electron mean-free path le as roughly twice the film
thickness le ≈ 2d52,82–85. The ultrathin crystalline Pb
films are thus far in the diffusive regime since le << ξ0.
In the diffusive regime the low-temperature coherence
length ξ0 is reduced much below the clean bulk value
(ξbulk = 80 nm), according to the relation ξ0 =

√
h̄D/∆,

D being the diffusion constant. Typically ξ0 ≈ 25 nm
for a film (island) thickness d about 4 nm, as measured
by STS from the size of the vortex cores84,85. Thus one
expects that for the thinnest Pb films, the Finkelstein
mechanism described above in the section II B, could also
contribute to reduce the gap and Tc. Finally the third ef-
fect that could also contribute to the reduction of ∆ and
Tc is the effect produced by the silicon substrate. On
one hand it could modify phonon modes and λ. On the
other hand it could also have some effect on the effective
density of states in the Pb films, as Pb first saturates all
dangling bonds of the Si(111)-7x7 surface. These issues
have to be studied further to get better theoretical and
experimental clarifications.

III. MONOLAYER FILMS GROWTH AND
STRUCTURAL PROPERTIES

The experimental work performed on monocrystalline
Pb/Si(111) ultrathin films presented above, in section
II C, paved the way to the discovery in 2010 of super-
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FIG. 7: Structural phase diagram of the Pb/Si(111)
monolayer system. Reported monolayer phases in the
Pb/Si(111) system for Pb coverage between 1/6 and 4/3 ML.
Reproduced from Chan et al.94.

conductivity in one monolayer of In/Si(111) and two
different Pb/Si(111) crystalline monolayers by Zhang et
al.8. In fact these systems were known for some time
from the surface physics community to form crystalline
monolayer phases86–92. The precise structure and cov-
erage of each studied phase remained debated in the
community. Nevertheless, thanks to low-energy elec-
tron diffraction (LEED), reflection high-energy electron
diffraction (RHEED), STM, x-ray photoelectron spec-
troscopy (XPS) and surface x-ray scattering experiments
(SXRD), the structural and electronic structure could be
modelled and confronted to DFT calculations. There is
now a rather large agreement on the phase diagram of
the rich number of monolayer phases that exists in the
Pb/Si(111) system, as well as on the Pb coverage of these
phases. Figure 7 shows this diagram in the coverage of
interest94,95.

The two peculiar phases in which Zhang et al. discov-
ered superconductivity and which could be further stud-
ied by in situ electrical transport measurement (see sec-

tion V below), are referred to as the
√

7×
√

3-Pb/Si(111)
and Striped Incommensurate (SIC) Pb/Si(111) phases.
They correspond respectively to a coverage of 1.20ML
and 1.30ML. This coverage takes as reference the sili-
con atom density in the top Si(111) surface plane. These
phases are grown by first preparing the Si(111)-7x7 recon-
struction. Then a Pb quantity typically between 1.5 and
1.8 ML is deposited on the room temperature Si(111)-
7x7 surface. An annealing between 500K and 650K is
then performed to form either the SIC or

√
7 ×
√

3-Pb
phase. Let us note that a complex temperature depen-
dent phase diagram exists for these two phases95, that we
will not detail, as we are interested only in the very-low
temperature phases of these systems, when they become

H3T’1

T4

T1 H3
T’1

T4

FIG. 8: Schematics of the structure models of two su-
perconducting Pb monolayer phases grown at the sur-
face. (a) The

√
7×
√

3-Pb/Si(111) corresponding to 1.20 ML
Pb coverage. (b) The

√
3 ×
√

3-Pb/Si(111) corresponding
to the ideal coverage 1.33 ML. The large filled circles rep-
resent the surface Pb atoms. The large (respectively small)
empty circles represent the silicon atoms of the first (resp.
second) Si(111) plane. The characteristic adsorption site are
indicated according to the standard nomenclature: T1 on-top
site (above a Si atom of the first Si(111) plane), T’1 on-top
site (slightly off-centered above a Si atom of the first Si(111)
plane), H3 hollow site, T4 (above a Si atom of the second
Si(111) plane). Adapted from Choi et al.96.

superconducting.
First, it is interesting to note that the mismatch be-

tween the Pb and Si lattice constants, respectively of
4.92 Å and 5.43 Å, is about 10 %. Thus, a commen-
surate

√
3 ×
√

3-Pb overlayer phase on the Si(111) sub-
strate would require the Pb-overlayer to be compressed
by 5 %. This is apparently too much and not observed.
Nevertheless, the SIC phase is in fact very close from
being a dense commensurate

√
3 ×
√

3-Pb phase. While
such truly commensurate Pb phase can be stabilized on
Ge(111), the SIC remains incommensurate with a cov-
erage about 1.30 ML, below 4/3 corresponding to the

coverage of the ideal
√

3×
√

3-Pb. The atomic structures
of the

√
7×
√

3-Pb and SIC phases are shown in Fig. 8.
Pb is thus compressed in both phases with respect to the
Pb bulk lattice spacing in the (111) planes.

For the
√

7×
√

3-Pb phase there are 6 Pb atoms for 5
Si atoms in a single unit cell (u.c.). From SXRD experi-
ments, it is inferred that the Pb monolayer is a rather flat,
close-packed lead layer with six Pb atoms per unit cell91.
Interatomic distances indicate that five lead atoms satu-
rate all the dangling bonds of the silicon substrate with
partially covalent bonds and stabilize the commensurate
phase. Four of these lead atoms are almost in T1 on-
top sites, one is located in a bridge position above two
silicon atoms from different planes (i.e. in between T1
and T4 sites). The sixth lead atom is located on a hol-
low site H3, has no bonds to silicon atoms and can best
be described by a split atomic position with a vertical
separation of 0.6 Å. Combining SXRD91 and ab initio
DFT calculations92, it could be inferred that 5 out 6 Pb
atoms (the four off-centered T’1 sites and the bridge site)
make covalent bonding to underlying Si atoms, saturat-
ing all Si dangling bonds. Furthermore DFT calculations
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(a) (b)

FIG. 9: Topographies of the dense superconducting
Pb/Si(111) monolayers measured by STM. The scale
bar is indicated. (a) Area corresponding to three different
domains, indicated by three arrows, of the linear

√
7 ×
√

3-
Pb/Si(111) (Pb coverage: 1.20 ML ). (b) Meandering SIC
phase (Pb coverage: 1.30 ML). Data from Zhang et al.8.

shows that metallic bonding exists between all Pb atoms,
although atomic distances between nearest-neighbor Pb
atoms vary due to bonding with Si atoms. As a conse-
quence of the anisotropy of the commensurate unit cell,
there are three equivalent rotational domains (rotated
by 120◦). It is thus not possible to grow a single crystal
phase. The largest size of single domains is of the order
of one hundred of nm. A small scale STM image showing
the three orientations of the different domains is shown
in Fig. 9a.

For the SIC phase, we instead represent the structure
of the ideal

√
3 ×
√

3-Pb phase, which would have ex-
actly 4 Pb atoms for 3 Si atoms in a u.c. Three Pb
atoms occupy off-centered T’1 sites, the remaining Pb
atom occupying the H3 hollow site. This structure is
termed the H3 structure. While this structure is in agree-
ment with the experimental results reported above, DFT
calculations not including spin-orbit coupling favor an-
other structure, called T4 structure. Nevertheless, recent
DFT calculations including spin-orbit coupling seem in
agreement with the H3 structure being the lowest energy
one93.

The atomic structure of the real SIC phase is slightly
less dense than the one of the ideal

√
3 ×
√

3-Pb phase,
which can not be formed on a silicon substrate. It was
shown that SIC phases are commensurate phases with
a large unit cell which is built from the combination of√

3×
√

3 domains separated by meandering domain walls
of the almost

√
7×
√

3 phase (i.e. atoms at adjacent rows
along the [-1-12] direction occupy H3-T4 sites instead

of H3-H3 as in the regular
√

7 ×
√

3 phase)87,88,90,94,95.
A small scale STM image of the SIC phase is shown in
Fig. 9b, with its characteristic meandering domain walls.
The size of the

√
3 ×
√

3 domains is small and typically
of about 5 nm, while the walls have a nm size.

IV. MONOLAYERS ELECTRONIC
PROPERTIES FROM ARPES MEASUREMENTS

CONFRONTED TO AB INITIO DFT
CALCULATIONS

Careful ARPES measurements were performed on
monolayer phases with a well-defined and homogeneous
Pb coverage, characterized by an homogeneous LEED or
RHEED pattern. The detailed Fermi surfaces and band-
structure could be mapped out for both phases. Instead
of the exact SIC, a close linear phase of the devilstair-
case phases was chosen for its better LEED homogeneity
(coverage 1.28 ML). For this latter phase, a slightly mis-
cut Si(111) substrate even allowed a monodomain phase

to be grown, while for the
√

7 ×
√

3 phase the three ro-
tational domains were always present96.
Free-electron like Fermi contours were revealed in both
systems96. The overall apparent periodicities found from
ARPES are drastically different for the two phases. For
the
√

7 ×
√

3 phase it is found that the 1 × 1 periodic-
ity produced by the Si(111) surface structure dominates,

while a
√

3×
√

3 periodicity dominates for the SIC phase.
These results are very striking for the

√
7×
√

3 phase, be-
cause there seems, at first, to be no direct signatures of
a
√

7 ×
√

3 periodicity in the electronic bandstructure,
while in electron or photon diffraction experiments such
signatures are obvious.

Contours of the Fermi surface of the
√

7 ×
√

3 phase
are shown in Fig. 10a. These complicated contours cor-
respond to the green triangles and blue hexagons seen
in Fig. 10b, being respectively electron and hole pock-
ets. It is visible that these blue and green lines lye all on
the dashed red circles, centered on the reciprocal lattice
vectors of the Si(111) surface closest to the Γ point (de-
noted Γ01, Γ10...). The red circles correspond to an array
of 2D free-electron parabolas, of radius kF ≈ 1.36 Å−1.
Fig. 10c shows the corresponding electron bands disper-
sion along the characteristic high-symmetry points of the
Si(111) surface Brillouin zone. This allows to extract a
Fermi energy of about 0.8 eV and an effective mass of
about 1.16 me (me being the free-electron mass).

With the same scheme as for the
√

7×
√

3, the Fermi
contours and bands dispersion of the SIC phase are
shown on Fig. 10d,e,f. Nice hexagons, corresponding to
the orange contours, are seen. They follow directly the√

3×
√

3 periodicity and are repeatedly centered on each
equivalent Γ′ points defining the

√
3 ×

√
3 reciprocal

lattice. According to Choi et al., the effect produced by
the linear long-range periodicity of the devil staircase
phase, due to the mixing of mostly

√
3 ×
√

3 periods
and few

√
7 ×
√

3 periods, is seen along the Γ′ − M ′

direction : it splits the hexagons in segments parallel to
the Γ00 − Γ01 direction. The electron bands shown in
Fig. 10f are dispersing parabolically. It is concluded from
these studies that in the SIC phase, the electrons mostly
see a large

√
3 ×
√

3 periodic potential. Additionally,
the electrons feel a weak long-range potential (uni- or
multidirectionnal) giving the whole incommensurate
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f )

FIG. 10: ARPES measurements of the Fermi surface and bands dispersion of dense superconducting Pb/Si(111)
monolayers. Fermi contours and band dispersions measured by ARPES, and their schematic illustrations for the Si(111)

√
7×√

3-Pb (a,b,c panels) and Si(111)14×
√

3-Pb phase (d,e,f panels). The 14×
√

3-Pb phase is representative of the SIC phase as
their coverages are very close. (a,d) Photoelectron intensity map at EF in k‖ space taken with a photon energy of 90 eV. The
intensity is given in a gray scale with higher intensity for darker contrast. That is, a dark part of this map corresponds to an
EF crossing of a metallic band. (b,e) Schematic illustration of the traces having dark features (the Fermi contours) observed
in (a,d). The thick solid lines indicate the different Fermi contours, as explained in the text. The thin solid lines depict the
1 × 1 Surface Brillouin Zone (SBZ), whose details are given in the inset. The dashed circles are free-electron Fermi contours
centered on each 1× 1 SBZ. (c,f) Energy versus momentum maps of the photoelectron intensity along the K1 −M1 −K2 SBZ
line and M ′2 − Γ′1 −M ′1. The momentum distribution curves at EF are also plotted on the top. The white solid lines indicate
the upper bound of the Si bulk band. Adapted from Choi et al.96.

period of the SIC, needed to accomodate the strain
induced by the many

√
3 ×

√
3 periods released by

short-ranged
√

7 ×
√

3 domain walls. For the SIC, kF
is slightly larger than for the

√
7 ×
√

3: kF ≈ 1.44 Å−1,
the Fermi energy being also a bit larger, close to 0.9 eV,
with m about 1.27 me.

A refined ARPES experiments of the Fermi sur-
face, togoether with ab initio DFT calculations, was
achieved for the

√
7 ×
√

3 phase97,98. This is illustrated
in Fig. 11. This allowed to shed new light on the
puzzling results reported above. The calculated constant
energy contours at EF for the (a) single domain and (b)
triple rotational domains surface are seen. The Γ, M,
K points and dashed hexagon refer to the 1 × 1 Si(111)
first-Brillouin-zone. The thin elongated hexagons along
the Γ−M direction refer to the

√
7×
√

3 reciprocal unit

cells. The analysis demonstrates in Fig. 11c that a very
good agreement is obtained between DFT calculations
and the measured ARPES Fermi surface in the 1 × 1
surface first-Brillouin-zone, when the existence of triple
rotational domains is taken into account. Thus, this re-
fined analysis enables demonstrating that for a

√
7×
√

3
single-domain, the real electronic structure and Fermi
surface does in fact reflect the

√
7 ×
√

3 periodicity, as
seen by the large warped parallel Fermi sheets denoted
S2 in Fig. 11a. However, because of the existence of ro-
tational domains over the surface, the resulting features
measured by ARPES reflect an effective 1×1 periodicity.

In terms of electronic orbitals contribution, DFT
calculations show that the superconducting behavior of
the dense Pb/Si(111) monolayer is almost entirely due
to Pb 6px,y orbitals, indicating in-plane Pb-Pb metallic
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(a) (b) (c)

FIG. 11: Refined ARPES experiments of the
√

7 ×
√

3-Pb/Si(111) phase confronted to ab initio calculations.
Constant energy contours at EF calculated from DFT for the (a) single-domain and (b) triple rotational domains surface.
Thin continuous grey (thick dashed black) lines represents the surface unit cell for the

√
7×
√

3-Pb phase (resp. for the 1× 1
Si(111) surface). Contours from each domain (A, B, and C) are indicated by different colors in (b). (c) ARPES constant energy
contours at EF . The DFT contours from (b) are superimposed. The raw data (region without DFT contours) are symmetrized
reflecting the fundamental mirror symmetry. Adapted from Kim et al.97.

bonding around EF . Deeper-bound dispersionless bands
have a covalent Pb 6pz and Si 3pz character, indicating
covalent Pb-Si bonding. These bands are however com-
pletely filled and thus do not participate to the Fermi
level properties. Interestingly, the comparison between
the free-standing Pb monolayer and the Pb/Si(111)
monolayer shows that in the real Pb/Si(111) system,
the metallic states with px,y character are effectively
decoupled from the substrate98.

An important point to notice is that the reported
DFT calculations do not include spin-orbit coupling
in the SIC and

√
7 ×

√
3-Pb phases. Although nice

agreement exist with ARPES measurements, this is
clearly a backdraw as recent experimental results suggest
that spin-orbit coupling plays an important role for
superconductivity, as will be presented in sections V C
and VI B. New DFT calculations of the ideal 4/3

monolayer
√

3 ×
√

3-Pb/Si(111) and Ge(111) including
spin-orbit coupling have just been performed. They
favor the H4 structure model and show the existence of
a large Rashba spin-splitting of the Pb surface states93.
More work is needed to compare in details the obtained
electronic band structure to available experimental
results and ascertain the various effects produced by
spin-orbit coupling.

In conclusion, ARPES experiments support a 2D
nearly-free electron picture compatible with the struc-
tural models developed in the section III for the SIC and√

7 ×
√

3 phases. The electronic bands in both phases
share a similar origin, although their characteric surface
potential is different. The number of in-plane electrons
populating the measured valence bands, estimated per
1×1 unit cell, is about 3.8 for the

√
7×
√

3 and 4.2 for the
SIC. This is consistent with each Pb atoms involving 4

valence electrons. More work is needed to characterize in
details the effects of spin-orbit coupling and Rashba effect
at the surface on the electronic band structure measured
by ARPES, using for instance spin-resolved ARPES.

V. SUPERCONDUCTING PROPERTIES FROM
IN SITU MAGNETO-TRANSPORT

MEASUREMENTS

A. General transport properties in perpendicular
magnetic field

While STS reported superconductivity in Pb and In
monolayers in 2010, great experimental achivements re-
ported macroscopic superconductivity from in situ 4-
point electrical resistivity measurements performed in
UHV. This was first done in

√
7×
√

3-In/Si(111) in 201199

and in SIC Pb/Si(111) in 2013100. These achievements
are very important for the field of one atom-thick su-
perconductors, because one could have expected that su-
perconductivity could be able to develop locally inside
flat terraces but would be stopped at step edges. If this
would occur, a macroscopic supercurrent could not prop-
agate across a real macroscopic sample, made of numer-
ous atomic steps in-between the voltage probe electrodes.

The techniques used by Uchihashi et al. and Ya-
mada et al. are different. As shown in Fig. 12a, Uchi-
hashi et al. patterned their sample in a macroscopic
Van-der-Pauw square configuration by etching the pre-
pared

√
7×
√

3-In/Si(111) monolayer with Ar+ sputtering
through a shadow mask. The electrical transport proper-
ties were further measured by contacting the four delim-
ited 1 × 1 mm2 squares with 4 gold-coated springs. Ya-
mada et al. used a linear micro-four-point-probe device
with a probe spacing of 20 microns to directly contact the
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sample without any mask101. Both groups characterized
by LEED or RHEED their phases prior to transport mea-
surements. To ensure that all the current is carried only
by the metal overlayers, these groups used low-doped
Si substrates or even intrinsic ones. The experimental
transport characteristics are shown in Fig. 12b,c.

A superconducting transition is observed leading to a
zero-resistance state for Tc ≈ 2.8 K for the

√
7 ×
√

3-
In/Si(111) and 1.1 K for the Pb SIC phase. We have
not detailed in this review the structural and electronic
properties of the In/Si(111) monolayers as they are less
well known and studied than the Pb phases. There is for
example still a controversy regarding the actual In cover-
age of these monolayers, while this issue is already settled
for Pb phases. According to Uchihashi et al.99 and pre-
vious work102 the coverage of the

√
7 ×
√

3-In/Si(111)
reconstruction was believed to be one-atom-thick. More
recent ab initio DFT calculations show that this cover-
age should actually correspond to a double-layer103,104,
although metallic single-layers may also exist105. Never-
theless, Yamada et al. confirmed the in situ transport
results of Uchihashi et al., and could determine that in
fact two different

√
7 ×
√

3-In ML phases, the rectangu-
lar and hexagonal102, are superconducting with slightly
different Tc (of respectively 2.8 K and 2.4 K).

For these systems, the square resistance at 5 K before
the transition is of 410 Ω for the In phase and 1.3 kΩ
for the Pb SIC. Thus one clearly sees that, with respect
to the general properties of homogeneous superconducting
films presented above in section II B, the studied mono-
layer phases are far from being strongly disordered and
far from the insulating or metallic transition. From the
knowledge acquired in the field of disordered homoge-
neous thin films, one should thus expect only weak dis-
order effects.

In contrast to a sharp superconducting transition, it
can be seen in Fig. 12b,c that the resistance starts to de-
crease much above Tc. This effect is well-known in ultra-
thin films and could be analyzed further by Yamada et al.
: it is ascribed to superconducting fluctuation effects106.
The Rsquare(T ) curve could be satisfactorily fitted tak-
ing into account only an Aslamasov-Larkin term and a
relevant anomalous Maki-Thomson term107 (continuous
curve in Fig. 12c).

The evolution of the electrical transport properties was
studied as a function of perpendicular magnetic field by
Yamada et al.. From the Ginzburg-Landau (GL) theory,
superconductivity is suppressed for the zero-temperature
upper critical field Hc2 = Φ0/(2πµ0ξGL(0)2), where Φ0 is
the flux quantum and ξGL(0) is the GL zero-temperature
coherence length. An approximate linear behavior of
Hc2(T ) = Hc2(0)(1 − T/Tc) was found and enabled the
estimation of Bc2 = µ0Hc2 ≈ 0.1 T for the SIC phase.

Combining ARPES and electrical transport results one
can estimate the electronic elastic mean free path for the
SIC phase. From the expression of the diffusion coeffi-
cient D, D = vF le/2 in two-dimensions (vF being the
Fermi velocity), one has at zero temperature ξ =

√
ξ0le

=
√
h̄D/∆. We estimate vF from the values quoted in

section IV, vF = h̄kF /(1.27me), vF ≈ 10−6 m.s−1. Thus
from ξ ≈ ξGL ≈ 74 nm, we get le ≈ 4 nm and kF le ≈ 60.
As kF le � 1, these values again testify for the Pb mono-
layers being very far from any emergent granular super-
conducting properties, which should appear when kF le
becomes significantly smaller than 10, as reported in sec-
tion II B and found by STS in the works39–43. These
conclusions should also hold for the In monolayers since
their normal state square resistances before the super-
conducting transition are even smaller than the Pb ones.

Another intriguing heterogeneous monolayer system
prepared under UHV has revealed superconductivity in
2015108. It consists in a single layer of thallium grown
on Si(111)-7× 7, forming a (1× 1) reconstruction. By it-
self this system is not metallic at the surface but metallic
surface states are easily induced by depositing 1/3 ML
of Pb atoms on top of the (1 × 1)-Tl/Si(111)109. The

Pb atoms form a
√

3 ×
√

3 surface unit cell sitting on
T4 sites. This system becomes superconducting with a
Tc = 2.25 K and a square resistance at 5 K of about
300 Ω. The reported dependences of the square resis-
tance as a function of temperature and perpendicular
magnetic field are very similar to the ones reported in100

for the SIC-Pb monolayer, leading to Bc2 = 0.67 T and
ξGL(0) = 22 nm.

B. Critical current and role of atomic steps

The critical current Ic, i.e. the maximum supercur-
rent that the superconducting monolayers can carry, was
studied as a function of temperature by Uchihashi et
al.. Its dependence is shown by the blue squares on
Fig. 13. The maximum current density at the lowest
achievable temperature in the experiment of 1.8 K is
J2D,c = 0.018 A.cm−1. This corresponds to J3D,c =
6.1× 105 A.cm−2, assuming as expected that all the cur-
rent flows only through the thickness of the In monolayer.
This value is remarkably high for a one-atom-thick film.

Furthermore, a very interesting result is deduced from
the temperature dependence of Ic(T ). The critical cur-
rent density is not determined by Cooper pair breaking
in the interior of the monolayer, a behavior which would
lead to the dashed red curve not following the experi-
mental points. The continuous blue curve shows that
Ic(T ) is much better described assuming that Josephson
junctions exist in the In monolayer and determine the
maximum supercurrent110. Uchihashi et al. proposed
that these Josephson junctions are formed by atomic step
edges distributed all along the surface. The only remain-
ing parameter of the Ambegaokar-Baratoff temperature
dependence of the critical current allows extracting the
normal resistance (for a unit of length) of a single atomic
step. The value found, ρstep = 3.3 10−4 Ω.m is in agree-
ment with single step resistances reported in other metal-
lic monolayers by in situ UHV 4-probe measurements111.
A better quantitative model for Ic(T ) should be searched
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(a) (b) (c)

FIG. 12: In situ transport measurements of Pb and In monolayers grown at silicon surface. (a) Drawing of the in
situ sample patterning. The central and the four outer squares (purple areas) are made of

√
7×
√

3-In/Si(111) grown in UHV,
and the surrounding regions (gray areas) consist of in situ sputtered Si surfaces. The right panel shows the calculated current
density distribution on the sample. The bright green (dark purple) represents a high (low) current density. The red dotted line
indicates the flow of a bias current. (b) in situ measured temperature dependence of zero bias resistances. R0,I (red lines) and
R0,II (blue lines) are zero bias resistances measured using the probe configurations I and II, respectively, with dc bias currents
of 1 µA. Left inset: R0,I and R0,II for a larger temperature range. Right insets: schematic drawings of the probe configurations
I and II. (c) in situ measured temperature dependence of the square resistance of the Si(111)SIC-Pb monolayer grown in
UHV, with the inset showing the RHEED pattern. The solid line is the result of a least-square fit to model superconducting
fluctuations effects. Note that there is a controversy regarding the actual In coverage of the

√
7×
√

3-In/Si(111) system, between
a monolayer according to previous work8,99,102 and a double-layer according to recent DFT calculations103,104. Panels a) and
b) are adapted from Uchihashi et al.99 and c) from Yamada et al.100.

for by modelling the real monolayer with its numerous
atomic steps not as a single Josephson junction but as
an array of Josephson junctions.

The hypothesis that single atomic steps behave as
Josephson barriers for one-atom-thick superconductors,
deduced by Uchihashi et al. in the

√
7 ×
√

3-In/Si(111)
monolayer from the peculiar temperature dependence of
the critical current, was found to be demonstrated later
by local STS experiments in perpendicular magnetic field
on
√

7 ×
√

3-Pb/Si(111)112 and
√

7 ×
√

3-In/Si(111)113.
Interestingly, such a behavior does not occur in the Pb
SIC system. This means that in the SIC monolayer
neighboring atomic terraces are electronically much better
connected to each other112. This will be presented and
further discussed togoether with STS results in section
VI below.

C. magneto-transport measurements in parallel
magnetic field : hint for a spin-triplet component of

the order parameter

While so far experiments on Pb or In superconducting
monolayers were compatible with having a conventional
s-wave order parameter8,99,100, recent magneto-transport
measurements in high parallel magnetic field seriously
modify this picture114. Sekihara et al. have studied
monolayer thick Pb films grown under UHV at helium
temperature on an in situ cleaved GaAs(110) substrate.
The crystalline structure of the films could not be char-
acterized in situ. The comparison with the growth of Pb
films on Si(111) or Ge(111) substrates strongly suggest
that the Pb/GaAs(110) should be structurally highly dis-

ordered and most probably amorphous, with a structure
similar to the case of the wetting layer of Pb/Si(111).
Nevertheless, the deposited Pb content of about 1 ML
was carefully established with a quartz microbalance, en-
abling a precise characterization of the surface density of
Pb atoms.

An important difference between the Si(111) (or
Ge(111)) and the GaAs(110) surface is the absence of sur-
face states in the bulk gap energy region in the latter case.
There might be thus much less direct bonding between
Pb and surface Ga or As atoms than with Si ones, which
satisfactorily explains why a 1 ML Pb content is enough
to reach metallic conductivity on GaAs(110). The in situ
magneto-transport measurements in high parallel mag-
netic field, for an atomic surface density of 7.2 nm−2, are
shown in Fig. 14. This surface density is less than the
Pb(111) surface density (9.4 nm−2) and SIC-Pb density
(10.4 nm−2). It is seen that a high-parallel field of 13.7 T
has a very weak effect on the temperature dependence of
the monolayer square resistance Rsq(T ): this experimen-
tal curve is almost identical to the zero-field curve.

The groundstate of a conventional superconductor is
a superposition of coherent doubly-occupied and doubly-
empty single electron states having opposite crystalline
momenta and spins. For such ultrathin s-wave supercon-
ductors, the effect of a parallel magnetic field is to Zee-
man split the density of states of single-electron states
for spin parallel and anti-parallel to the applied field. No
orbital depairing effect occurs. As a consequence super-
conductivity survives until the Pauli paramagnetic limit
is reached115,116. The critical field at T = 0 K is then
given by Hc = HPauli = ∆0/(

√
2µB), ∆0 being the zero-

temperature energy gap in zero field and µB the Bohr
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FIG. 13: Temperature dependence of the critical cur-
rent of In monolayer grown on silicon surface mea-
sured in situ. In situ measured temperature dependences of
the critical current Ic (green squares) and retrapping current
Ir (pink squares) of the

√
7 ×
√

3-In/Si(111) grown in UHV.
The data are measured with the configurations I and II, de-
scribed in Fig. 12a, and are shown by closed and open squares
respectively. The red dotted and blue solid lines show theo-
retical fits corresponding respectively to Cooper pair break-
ing and Josephson junction behavior. Note that there is a
controversy regarding the actual In coverage of the

√
7×
√

3-
In/Si(111) system, between a monolayer according to previ-
ous work8,99,102 and a double-layer according to recent DFT
calculations103,104. Data are from Uchihashi et al.99.

magneton. For a weak-coupling BCS system one has
HPauli(T ) = 1.86 Tc0(K), where HPauli is in Tesla and
Tc0 in Kelvin. Clearly this expression is not compatible
with the effect reported in Fig. 14, since a critical field of
about 2 T would be expected for the thinnest layer while
almost no effect is seen up to 13.7 T.

The most likely hypothesis consistent with the experi-
mental data is that a mixed singlet-triplet order parame-
ter would exist in the Pb/GaAs(110) monolayer, as a con-
sequence of a strong Rashba spin-orbit coupling117,118.
Indeed a large Rashba spin-orbit coupling (SOC)119 is
known to exist at the surface of heavy-element bulk
metals, like Au(111)120, and has also been reported in
various monolayers made out of Bi, Pb or Tl heavy
atoms grown on Si(111) or Ge(111)121–124. Let us note
that very importantly, a large SOC has also been evi-
denced recently in a superconducting monolayer system
: (Tl,Pb)/Si(111)108. The Rashba spin-splitting at EF
measured by ARPES in these monolayer systems can
be as large as ∆R = 100 meV, which is between two
and three orders of magnitude larger than the reported
superconducting energy gaps. One finds thus that the
monolayers are in the following regime Tc � ∆R � EF .
As the SOC couples the electron’s spin and momen-
tum, the superconducting order parameter should de-
velop a spin-triplet component, in addition to the s-wave

FIG. 14: In situ resistivity measurements in paral-
lel magnetic field of Pb monolayers grown on GaAs.
In situ measured temperature dependence of the square re-
sistance of monolayer Pb films, grown on GaAs(110) under
UHV, for different atomic surface density of Pb atoms n ex-
pressed in nm−2. Dashed curves are obtained for zero mag-
netic field. Solid curves are obtained in parallel magnetic field
of 8.5 T (for n = 7.2 nm−2) or 13.7 T (for n = 9.4 nm−2 and
11.3 nm−2). Reproduced after Sekihara et al.114.

component117,118. As a result Hc, the critical magnetic
field parallel to the surface, can be very high because
an inhomogeneous superconducting state forms125. If
the nonmagnetic disorder is not important, i.e. in the
clean limit, the critical field should then be given by
Hc =

√
∆0∆R/µB , where ∆R is the Rashba spin split-

ting at EF . For ∆R = 0.1 eV much larger than Tc0 = 1 K
one gets Hc = 60 T.

This inhomogeneous superconducting state is similar
to the so-called Fulde-Ferell-Larkin-Ovchinnikov126,127

state but strongly modified by SOC125. If there is a high
concentration of non-magnetic impurities the clean-limit
picture can be changed128,129. According to the transport
properties reported in monolayer superconductors by
Sekihara et al.114, Uchihashi et al.99, Yamada et al.100 or
Matetskiy et al.108, this condition seems to be always ful-
filled: the dirty limit is reached, i.e. one has τTc0/h̄� 1
where τ is the electron elastic scattering time. This latter
condition is equivalent to the condition le � ξ =

√
ξ0le,

where le is the elastic mean free path. Then for a Fermi
energy EF larger than the Rashba spin splitting ∆R,
which is most probably the situation encountered in all
the studied superconducting monolayers up to now (as
for example explicitely demonstrated by ARPES mea-
surements in the (Tl,Pb)/Si(111) system108), a weak he-
lical state is predicted to survive up to a high critical field
given by Hc =

√
πh̄kBTc0/(4eγτ)/µB , which depends re-

markably on τ but not on ∆R. If τ is estimated to be
about 3 fs in114 from the normal state resistivity data,
this leads to Hc = 48 T, in agreement with the reported
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results.

D. Berezinski-Kosterlitz-Thouless transition in
monolayer superconducting films

It was shown theoretically a long-time ago that at
two dimensions, a system undergoing a phase transition
to an order parameter with two real continuous compo-
nents, such as the modulus and the phase of the super-
conducting order parameter given by ∆ = |∆|eiΦ, can-
not exhibit true long-range order at T > 0130. It was
further shown by Berezinskii, Kosterlitz and Thouless
(BKT)131,132 that in fact a quasi long-range order can be
established below a critical temperature TBKT called the
BKT temperature. Halperin, Nelson and Doniach, Hu-
berman have further established that this situation also
holds for 2D superconductors if their size is smaller than
the Pearl screening length Ls where Ls = 2λ2

⊥/d, λ⊥ be-
ing the bulk perpendicular London penetration length,
d the film thickness133,134. So in principle 2D super-
conducting and superfluid systems belong to the same
universality class, the BKT one.

Here the 2D dimension refers to the order parameter
dimensionality. For superconducting and superfluid thin
films it only imposes that ξ < d, where ξ is the coher-
ence length and d the film thickness. Systems relevant for
BKT physics can in principle be much thicker than one
atomic layer, the atomically thin limit corresponding to
the situation we are mostly interested in in this review.
Below TBKT < TBCS vortex-antivortex pairs, which cor-
respond to the thermal excitations of the superconductor
or superfluid, can bind togoether through an attractive
2D Coulomb force.

A universal jump in the ratio of the superfluid density
nS at TBKT divided by TBKT is predicted,

nS/kTBKT = 16m/(πh̄2) (1).

While convincing experimental results have been
observed in superfluid 4He135,136, observations of the
BKT regime in ultrathin superconducting films remained
hotly debated137,138. The main difficulties to observe
clear features of the BKT physics in superconducting
ultrathin films are linked to the fact that :

i) the observations are restricted to a small tem-
perature range TBKT < T < TBCS ,

ii) BKT scenario requires ultraclean ultrathin sam-
ples so that effects produced by sample inhomogeneities
and disorder, inducing inhomogeneous superconducting
properties and vortex pinning, do not come into play.

Beasley et al.139 thought that using large square-
resistivity disordered ultrathin films would help oberving
BKT features. This is because from the relation (1)
above one gets TBKT = Φ2

0/32π2 × 1/λ⊥, which leads in

the dirty limit to TBKT = TBCS(1 − 1.086Rsquare/RK),
with RK = h/e2 = 25.8 kΩ. Thus the larger Rsquare
the lower will be TBKT with respect to TBCS and the
larger will be the temperature interval to study BKT
physics. However, the backdraw of using large resistive
films is that the thermal energy required to create a
vortex, which is of the order of the condensation energy
Ec, is much reduced. As a consequence the probability
exp(−Ec/kTBKT ) of creating vortices around TBKT is
much increased with respect to superfluids. This should
lead to a vortex density far too large to apply BKT
theory which applies in a very dilute vortex density
regime140.

The other very problematic issue using large resistance
films is that recent local STS experiments on homoge-
neously disordered films (see section II B) clearly show
that strong superconducting inhomogeneties develop in
such systems39–43. As a consequence the unbinding of
vortex-antivortex pairs above TBKT , leading to a finite
resistance value due to the displacement of free vortices,
will be strongly influenced by the areas of the sample
where lower energy gap values exist. Such areas will pin
vortices not allowing them to move freely in the film,
thus impeding the BKT physics to take place. Moreover,
many sample areas could already in this regime have a
closed energy gap value, thus definitely pinning vortices.

The regime which seems more favorable to observe
BKT physics corresponds to low-disordered crystalline
ultrathin films. A detailed study of Hsu and Kapitulnik
performed on 2 nm thick single-crystal Nb films capped
with 3 nm of amorphous Si addressed this issue107.
The magneto-transport properties are measured ex situ.
TEM measurements show that the Si capping does not
affect the single-crystal structure of the Nb film. The
film has Rsquare = 122 Ω. It is shown in Fig. 15a) that
Rsquare(T ) can be analyzed in terms of the Halperin-
Nelson formula to extract TBKT = 3.60 K< TBCS =
3.77 K. The TBCS value found from this analysis was
in agreement with Aslamasov-Larkin fluctuations analy-
sis where an additional Maki-Thomson term has to be
considered due to large phase coherence effects in this
low-disordered crystalline film. Nevertheless, it can also
be seen that the R(T )/Rn curve can not be fitted down
to the lowest square resistance values. There is a tail of
low resistance values not captured by the BKT Halperin-
Nelson formula. Hsu and Kapitulnik could show that in
perpendicular magnetic field, this resistive tail is ther-
mally activated and can be attributed to a flux creep
regime of vortices. This flux creep regime occurs because
vortex-antivortex pairs are pinned by the weak disorder
present in the film, mostly attributed to thickness inho-
mogeneities, leading to a departure from the pure BKT
regime.

BKT theory for superconducting films also predicts
non linear I−V characteristics for T ≤ TBKT 133. In par-
ticular a non-linear dependence of the form V ∝ Iα(T ) is
predicted, where α(T ) > 3 for T < TBKT , α(T ) = 3 at
T = TBKT and 1 < α(T ) < 3 for TBKT < T < TBCS .
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a) b)

FIG. 15: Main features of BKT physics revealed in crystalline ultrathin and monolayer superconducting films
from ex situ and in situ transport measurements. (a) ex situ measured square resistance (R) normalized by its normal
state resistance (Rn) of a 2 nm thick single crystal Nb film capped with 3 nm of amorphous Si (logarithmic scale) versus
temperature T for zero applied field in a shielded Dewar. The solid line is a fit to the Halperin-Nelson BKT formula leading to
TBKT = 3.60 K, and TBCS = 3.77 K. (b) in situ measured I − V characteristics of a single atomic layer of thallium grown on
Si(111)-7× 7 under UHV, covered by 1/3 of a Pb monolayer. The measurements are performed under zero magnetic field near
the critical current for temperatures below TBKT to above TBCS and are plotted on a double-logarithmic scale. Two dashed
lines indicate V ∝ I and V ∝ I3 curves. a) is reproduced from Hsu and Kapitulnik107 and b) from Matetskiy et al.108.

Such a dependence was not observed in Hsu and Ka-
pitulnik experiment on crystalline Nb films107. On the
other hand, such a power-law dependence with an expo-
nent varying with temperature, could be demonstrated
in several other low-disordered crystalline ultrathin films
grown in UHV. In particular, it could be observed in
4 to 9 ML Pb films grown on Si(111) protected by a
capping layer of 20 nm of amorphous Si141, in 2ML Ga
films grown on GaN(0001) capped with 80 nm of granu-
lar Ag142 and in a single atomic layer of (Tl,Pb) grown
on Si(111)108. Among these three experiments, only the
one of Matetskiy et al. was performed entirely in situ in
UHV, i.e. growth and transport. In the other two cases,
the films were grown in UHV but the transport experi-
ments were performed ex situ, the films being protected
with the help of a capping layer. The V ∝ Iα(T ) behavior
close to TBKT , taken from Matetskiy et al., is shown in
Fig. 15b). The temperature T = TBKT ≈ 2.2 K, at which
α(T ) = 3, is in very good agreement with TBKT = 2.24 K
extracted from the analysis of the R(T ) dependence using
the Haperin-Nelson formula.

In the (Pb,Tl) monolayer grown on Si(111) the super-
conducting energy gap and its temperature dependence
could not be measured yet and be compared to TBKT and
to the R(T ) behavior. Interestingly, such a comparison
could be performed for the 4-9 ML Pb/Si(111) thin films

of Zhao et al. Nevertheless, some care has to be taken for
this comparison because as mentionned above, the trans-
port measurements were performed on Si-capped films,
while the gap measurements were peformed on bare Pb
films grown in situ in UHV. Thus, as the capping is likely
to increase disorder and reduce the available free electron
density, it is expected that the energy gap of the bare sur-
face should be larger than the one of the capped surface.
The same behavior is thus expected for the correspond-
ing TBCS of the two systems. Zhao et al found that
below 9 ML there is a separation between TBKT and T∆,
TBKT being defined and measured from ex situ transport
as detailed above, and T∆ being defined as the closing
temperature of the gap measured in situ by STS. TBKT
diminishes linearly with the number of Pb monolayer,
while T∆ remains at about its value for thicker films.
Simultaneously the TBCS value, extracted from the anal-
ysis of the Aslamasov-Larkin fluctuations of the R(T )
dependence, is situated between TBKT and T∆ for the
thinnest films (4-6 ML) and merge together for thicker
films (above 9 ML).

According to the BKT theory, TBKT is related to
the 2D superfluid density n2D

S (TBKT ) evaluated at T =
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TBKT
143 by the following universal formula:

kBTBKT = h2n2D
S (TBKT )/16πmkB ,

n2D
S (T ) = n2D

S (0)λ2(0)/λ2(T ) and n2D
S (0) = dn3D

S (0),

where d is the sample thickness, n3D
S (0) the 3D superfluid

density at T = 0 and m the electron mass. This univer-
sal formula captures well the linear dependence of TBKT
with the film thickness d observed by Zhao et al141, but
fails quantitatively as a too large TBKT temperature is
predicted if n3D

S (0) is assumed to be equal to the 3D elec-
tron density in bulk Pb. The consequence is that the real
superfluid density realized in the superconducting thin
films is reduced with respect to its expected clean BKT
value by disorder effects25,144. A direct measurement of
the superfluid density would be very helpful to better un-
derstand and model quantitatively the BKT physics at
play in these crystalline ultrathin superconducting films.

Interestingly, BKT physics could be also demon-
strated to be at play in other 2D systems like ultrathin
high-temperature superconducting films145 and interface
2DEG in LAO/STO6.

VI. LOCAL SUPERCONDUCTING
PROPERTIES FROM SCANNING TUNNELING

SPECTROSCOPY MEASUREMENTS

According to in situ transport measurements reported
in previous section V and ARPES measurements re-
ported in section IV, the following conclusions can be
drawn regarding the electronic properties of the mono-
layer phases SIC-Pb/Si(111),

√
7 ×
√

3-Pb/Si(111) and√
7 ×
√

3-In/Si(111). First, one can estimate the elec-
tronic elastic mean free path le and the kF le product for
the SIC phase. From the expression of the diffusion coeffi-
cient D, D = vF le/2 for a 2D metal (vF being the Fermi
velocity), one has at zero temperature ξ(0) =

√
ξ0le =√

h̄D/∆. We estimate vF from the kF and effective mass
values quoted in section IV96, vF = h̄kF /(1.27me) lead-
ing to vF ≈ 10−6 m.s−1. From transport measurements
ξ(0) ≈ ξGL ≈ 74 nm100, we get le ≈ 4 nm and kF le ≈ 60.

As kF le � 1, this shows that the Pb SIC mono-
layer is very weakly disordered. In particular this system
should be far from any emergent granular superconduct-
ing properties, which should appear when kF le becomes
significantly smaller than 10, as reported in section II B
and observed by STS in the works39–43. These conclu-
sions should also be true for the

√
7 ×
√

3-Pb/Si(111)

and
√

7 ×
√

3-In/Si(111) monolayers since their normal
state square resistances before the superconducting tran-
sition are probably comparable (

√
7×
√

3-Pb case) or even

smaller than the Pb-SIC one (
√

7×
√

3-In case).
In conclusion, one expects from known effects of disor-

der in conventional superconducting ultrathin films that
the local energy gap and the dI/dV tunneling spectra
measured by STS should remain almost constant all over

a) b) c)

d) e) f )

FIG. 16: Tunneling characteristics of Pb and In super-
condcuting monolayers grown on Si surfaces and mea-
sured in situ by STS. Differential conductance of single-
particle tunneling measured on three different monolayers by
scanning tunneling spectroscopy with a Nb superconducting
tip having an energy gap ∆ = 1.46 meV, for various tem-
peratures. Tunneling set-point V = 10 mV, I = 0.2 nA. a)
SIC-Pb/Si(111), b)

√
7 ×
√

3-Pb/Si(111) and c)
√

7 ×
√

3-
In/Si(111). The bottom panels d), e) ,f) show the tempera-
ture dependence of the energy gap extracted from BCS fits of
the dI/dV spectra. The actual In coverage of the

√
7 ×
√

3-
In/Si(111) system was thought to be a monolayer according to
previous works8,99,102 but may be a double-layer103,104. Re-
produced after Zhang et al.8.

the surface. If there would exist superconducting in-
homogeneities at T � Tc, these should be very small
and characterized by very slight gap energy changes over
length scales larger than the superconducting coherence
length ξ(0). We will see in the following three subsec-
tions that new superconducting properties emerge, not
captured by current theories of disordered conventionnal
2D superconductors.

A. New inhomogeneous superconducting
properties in monolayer superconductors induced by

2D electronic dimensionality : short-range spatial
variations of the height of coherence peaks

Zhang et al. have reported conventional tunneling
dI/dV spectra measured by STS in the SIC-Pb,

√
7×
√

3-

Pb and
√

7 ×
√

3-In systems8. This is illustrated in
Fig. 16 measured with a Nb superconducting tip having
a gap of 1.46 meV at 0.42K. The SIS tunneling spectra
could be convincingly fitted assuming BCS DOS for the
three MLs, BCS DOS for the Nb tip and a temperature-
dependent Γ-Dynes broadening parameter (Γ = 6 µeV
at 0.42 K). The extracted temperature dependent energy
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gaps are shown below each series of spectra. They do
agree very well with BCS behavior for the SIC-Pb and√

7×
√

3-In systems, and show some deviation from BCS
for the

√
7×
√

3-Pb.

Brun et al. have reinvestigated by STS the electronic
properties of the SIC-Pb and

√
7 ×
√

3-Pb MLs112. We
focus here first in this subsection on the results ob-
tained on the SIC-Pb phase. The main new result is
the observation of large spatial variations of the height
of the coherence peaks (typically between 20 and 30%
of relative change) over a length scale l0 smaller than
10 nm, while the superconducting enegy gap remains
constant112. This very surprising behavior is illustrated
at the atomic scale in a 26×26 nm2 area in Fig. 17a,b,c,d.
A 2D s-wave weakly disordered superconductor should
show almost constant energy gaps and peak heights as ex-
posed above. On the other hand, Fig. 17d reveals that the
height of the coherence peaks in the SIC undergo large
changes in this area, red (respectively blue) patches cor-
responding to red (blue) spectra in Fig. 17c, on a length
scale l0 much smaller than the low-temperature SIC co-
herence length ξ ≈ 50 nm measured by STM through
various effects8,112,146.

These peaks height changes are not directly cross-
correlated to the structural defects or

√
7×
√

3 boundaries
existing between the

√
3×
√

3 domains seen in the topog-
raphy (see Fig. 17a). It is important to note that in the
experiment of Brun et al. shown in Fig. 17a,b,c,d, the
coverage of the SIC-Pb monolayer was in slight excess
in purpose. The effective coverage was 1.40 ML instead
of 1.30 for the ideal SIC according to95. This additional
amount of Pb atoms, about 0.1 ML in excess deposited at
room temperature, creates additionnal non-magnetic dis-
order which organizes in the form of adatoms and 1 ML
Pb islands grown on top of the SIC-Pb. As a consequence
the energy gap measured by STS and extracted from the
BCS fit of the red spectra in Fig. 17c is ∆=0.23 meV,
which is smaller than 0.35 meV reported by Zhang et al
for the clean SIC-Pb having the ideal 1.30 ML coverage.
Thus one could think that these additional non-magnetic
disorder effects, inducing a smaller energy gap, could be
fully responsible for these peaks height variations.

New experimental results performed by Brun et al. on
the SIC-Pb ML, having a coverage much closer to the
ideal 1.30 value, show that this is not the case and that
the clean SIC behaves very much as reported previously
in112. The results are presented in Fig. 17e,f,g. The
topography over a 300 × 300 nm2 area, seen in panel e,
shows indeed much less Pb adatoms and 1 ML islands
than in112 (see Fig. 4a of this reference), while the size of

the
√

3×
√

3 areas is still comparable (between 5-10 nm).
In order to benefit from an increased energy resolution
at 300 mK, STS measurements were performed with
a superconducting PtIr tip coated with Pb, having
an energy gap about 1.30 meV. Thus the coherence
peaks of the SIC-Pb appear now at ±(∆tip + ∆SIC) =
±1.65 meV. This leads to an energy gap for the SIC of
0.35 meV in very good agreement with the one reported

by Zhang et al.8. Fig. 17g shows the conductance map
acquired on this 300 × 300 nm2 area at the coherence
peaks energy eV =1.65 meV (similar maps are found for
both energies). Large conductance variations are again
observed, red and blue patches leading to the red and
blue dI/dV spectra presented in panel f. The increased
energy resolution emphasizes a relative change of the
peaks height of more than 30% between the red and
blue regions. The size of constant peak height domains
is consistent with the previous observation presented in
panels a-d. The changes of the peaks height occur on
a length scale l0 much smaller than the SIC coherence
length ξ ≈ 50nm, also consistent with the previous
observation presented in panels a-d.

These low-temperature spatial variations of the height
of the coherence peaks over a length l0 � ξ are proposed
by L. Ioffe and B. Altshuler in a toy model developped
for a grain of size L � le � λF

112, to be due to non-
negligible many-body electron-electron interaction terms
produced by a BCS contact Hamiltonian (L is the grain
size, le the elastic electronic mean-free path and λF the
Fermi wavelength). These terms are non-negligible any-
more because the electrons live in true two dimensions.
These correcting terms add to the usual reduced BCS
Hamiltonian, the latter being adapted when electrons
live in a 3D space. These correcting terms, induced by
the 2D dimensionality of the electron gas, lead to cor-
rections in the quasiparticle excitation spectrum which
reflect the variations of the local square conductance of
the monolayer because the disorder has some spatial dis-
tribution and is not uniform. This happens although
Gsquare � GK = 2e2/h, as 10 < 2Gsquare/GK < 100100.
In other terms, there is a link between a locally larger
disorder and locally smaller and broader BCS coherence
peaks and vice-versa. Theory predicts that this effect is
accompanied by small energy gap changes. As experi-
mentally such changes are not observed neither with a
normal nor superconducting tip, it is inferred that these
changes should be smaller than theoretically expected.
Figure 18 shows that this toy-model theory enables re-
producing almost quantitatively the experimental spec-
tra shown in Fig. 17c, except for the small gap changes
predicted for larger disorder. It also yields local G values
in good agreement with in situ transport measurements
in the SIC-Pb of Yamada et al.100.

B. In-gap states induced by non-magnetic disorder
in monolayer superconductors : hint for a mixed
singlet-triplet superconducting order parameter
induced by strong Rashba spin-orbit coupling

In this subsection we summarize the new results re-
ported in the

√
7 ×
√

3-Pb/Si(111) ML by Brun et al
strongly suggesting the existence of a mixed singlet-
triplet order parameter112.
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FIG. 17: Effect of 2D electronic dimensionality and weak non-magnetic disorder on the height of the coherence
peaks of Pb superconducting monolayers. The local tunneling properties are measured at T =300 mK and in the top
pannel with a normal PtIr tip while those in the bottom panel are measured with a superconducting tip enabling increased energy
resolution (the tip energy gap is of 1.3 meV). (a),(e): Scanning tunneling microscopy images (26 nm×26 nm, 290 nm×290 nm)
acquired on flat atomic terraces. Individual small

√
3×
√

3 domains are visible (size from 5 to 10 nm) separated by boundaries
involving

√
7×
√

3 periodicities. In addition various structural defects are seen : adatoms, vacancies, small 1ML Pb islands ; (b):
zero-bias conductance map measured on area a) or e) demonstrating that the superconducting energy gap exists everywhere
on terraces and that no in-gap states are induced in the gap regardless of local or extended non-magnetic defects seen in (a)
or (e). (c),(f): Representative local tunneling conductance spectra, showing that the amplitude of the quasiparticle coherence
peaks strongly varies spatially while the gap remains constant. The red (respectively blue) curves were acquired in a few nm2

region with high (resp. low) coherence peaks, i.e. in red (blue) patches seen in (d),(g); the thin black solid line is a best fit
of the red spectra using BCS formalism (∆SIC = 0.23meV). No broadening parameter is needed for the red spectra. (d),(g):
Conductance maps at biases corresponding to the energy of the coherence peaks in (c),(f) (maps are similar for positive and
negative peak energies). The spatial variations of the peaks amplitude do not follow directly the spatial distribution of local
structural defects observed in the topographies; rather, there are several length scales involved. The smallest length yields a
typical domain size of constant peaks height of few nm. Spatial variations of peaks height occur on a length scale of less than
10 nm, which is much smaller than the coherence length of the Pb-SIC which is of 50 nm. At larger scale, the zones of constant
peaks height appear filamentary and grainy, intertwined with lower peak height areas. Tunneling set-point for spectroscopy
V = 5 mV, I = 0.2 nA. Top panels are adapted from Brun et al.112, while bottom ones are new data from the authors presented
in this review paper.

In the Pb-SIC ML Brun et al reported the existence
of new short-ranged coherence peaks height variations.
However, no in-gap quasiparticle states were observed
for this system. This was illustrated by the homogeneous
conductance map shown in Fig. 17b measured at 0 meV
energy. In the Pb-SIC, any other energy inside the su-
perconducting gap would show the same homogeneous
conductance map equal to zero.

A very different behaviour is observed in the
√

7×
√

3-
Pb/Si(111) ML. First, the tunneling conductance spec-
tra at any location depart from BCS behavior as shown

in Fig. 19c. The coherence peaks are everywhere much
lower and broader than pure BCS theory would pre-
dict. Furthermore, gap filling is everywhere remarkable.
Moreover, this gap filling fluctuates over a length scale
of about 10 nm which is much shorter than ξ√7×

√
3 ≈

45 nm. This is illustrated in Fig. 19b. Simultaneously the
height of the coherence peaks spatially varies, again on
a length scale smaller than ξ√7×

√
3 ≈ 45 nm (Fig. 19d).

The zero-bias and peaks energy conductance maps are
not directly correlated to each other. Moreover these two
conductance maps do not follow directly the local defects
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FIG. 18: Theoretical modelling of the spatial varia-
tions of the height of the coherence peaks induced by
2D superconductivity. Fit of the experimental data shown
in Fig. 17c (dots) to the expected dI/dV spectra that takes
into account non-zero temperature, small dephasing rate and
small gap variations. The red and blue continuous curves are
the theoretical expectations for different values of the param-
eter g = 0.01 and g = 0.03 respectively, where g ≈ 50/G2,
G being the local dimensionless square conductance value
(in e2/h units). This yields G = 71 and 41 respectively,
in good agreement with in situ transport data of Yamada
et al100. The best fit is obtained if one assumes that the
bare gap value is slightly larger ∆g=0.03 = 1.05∆g=0.01 for
the more disordered location. In all curves T = 0.1∆ and
Γ = h̄/τφ = 0.05∆. The quality of the fit is only weakly sen-
sitive to the actual values of T and Γ : one can produce very
similar fits assuming slightly higher T and lower Γ. Repro-
duced after Brun et al.112

or twin boundaries observed in the topography Fig. 19a.

In order to rationalize these findings one first needs to
remember the well-known effects of non-magnetic disor-
der on ultrathin superconducting films reported in sec-
tion II. In particular for weakly disordered films, non-
magnetic disorder cannot induce in-gap states for s-wave
superconductors. Thus if

√
7 ×
√

3/Si(111) would be a
conventional s-wave superconductor, the only theoretical
possibility consistent with the experimental results would
be that the in-gap states should be induced by magnetic
impurities. However the high purity of the Pb source
and Si substrate used in the experiment of Brun et al en-
ables to exclude such a possibility, as this would lead to
a too high density of magnetic impurities. Moreover, as
the same Pb source and Si substrate were used to grow
the SIC-Pb ML, magnetic impurities signatures should
have also been observed in the superconducting gap of
the SIC-Pb ML, in contradiction with the experimental

results reported in subsection VI B. We thus conclude
that the

√
7×
√

3-Pb ML is not a pure s-wave supercon-
ductor.

The simplest assumption in agreement with the ex-
perimental results is that, following Rashba and Gorkov,
the
√

7 ×
√

3-Pb ML possess a p-wave superconduct-
ing component, i.e. this system has a mixed singlet-
triplet order parameter induced by a strong spin-orbit
coupling117,118. Indeed as already reported in section
V C, a strong Rashba spin-orbit coupling should exist in
the
√

7×
√

3-Pb ML, as recently investigated by DFT cal-
culations for the dense

√
3×
√

3-Pb/Si(111) and Ge(111)
phase93. A large Rashba spin-orbit coupling (SOC)119 is
known to exist at the surface of heavy-element bulk met-
als, like Au(111)120, and has also been reported in various
monolayers made out of Bi, Pb or Tl heavy atoms grown
on Si(111) or Ge(111)121–124. Very importantly, a large
SOC has also been evidenced recently in a superconduct-
ing monolayer system : (Tl,Pb)/Si(111)108.

The Rashba spin-splitting at EF measured by ARPES
in these monolayer systems can be as large as ∆R =
100 meV, which is between two and three orders of mag-
nitude larger than the reported superconducting energy
gap ∆ of 0.2-0.3 meV. One thus finds that the

√
7×
√

3-Pb
ML presents the following energy scales Tc � ∆R � EF .
The assumption of a p-wave superconductor in

√
7×
√

3-
Pb ML is also supported by the insensibility of in situ
transport measurements to high parallel magnetic field
in a Pb ML on GaAs(110), going much above the Pauli
paramagnetic limit114.

The way quasiparticle states would be induced inside
the
√

7 ×
√

3-Pb superconducting gap is now simple to
understand. Because of a large spin-triplet component of
the order parameter, non-magnetic defects behave in the
very same way magnetic impurities are known to form
Yu-Shiba-Rusinov bound states inside the gap of an s-
wave superconductor147–155. Such a sensibility of p-wave
superconductors to non-magnetic disorder was studied in
details for example in Sr2RuO4

156,157. We believe that a
similar situation occurs in the

√
7×
√

3-Pb ML although
the p-wave component is of different nature in both sys-
tems.

Further ARPES experiments are needed to study the
precise spin-splitting of the electron bands in the

√
7 ×√

3-Pb system in order to enable a theoretical modelling
of the p-wave superconductivity at play in this ML. This
should enable further theoretical and experimental work
addressing the effect of both nonmagnetic and magnetic
impurities in this Rashba 2D superconductor. Further
experimental and theoretical work is also needed to study
whether the

√
7×
√

3-In system also presents p-wave su-
perconductivity. Finally, it is not clear at present why
the SIC-Pb monolayer does not present such a sensitiv-
ity as the

√
7×
√

3-Pb to non-magnetic disorder, while it
most probably also undergoes a large Rashba spin-orbit
coupling effect93. We speculate that the SIC-Pb should
also present a p-wave component. However for some yet
unknown reasons, the scattering effects on the p-wave
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FIG. 19: In-gap states induced by non-magnetic disorder in Pb superconducting monolayers : hint for a
mixed singlet-triplet superconducting order parameter induced by strong Rashba spin-orbit coupling. The
local tunneling properties are measured at T =300 mK with a normal PtIr tip. (a): Scanning tunneling microscopy images
(85 nm×85 nm) acquired on flat atomic terraces. Various structural defects are seen : adatoms, vacancies, voids, small Pb
clusters; the dashed lines delimit three different rotational domains indicated by arrows. The inset shows the unit cell resolution.
(b): zero-bias conductance map measured on area a) demonstrating that in-gap states are induced inside the superconducting
gap by the non-magnetic disorder seen in topography a). This gap filling undergoes large spatial variations on length scale
much smaller than the superconducting coherence length ξ ≈ 45 nm. (c): Representative local tunneling conductance spectra
showing different gap filling. The red (respectively blue) curves were acquired in a few nm2 region with lower (resp. higher)
zero-bias conductance, i.e. in darker (lighter) patches seen in (b); the thin dotted black line is a best fit of the red spectra using
BCS formalism and no broadening (∆ = 0.20 meV). The thick continuous black line is a best BCS fit of the red curve using
a Γ-Dynes broadening parameter (Γ=0.02 meV). (d): Conductance map at bias corresponding to the energy of the coherence
peaks 0.26 meV in (c) (maps are comparable for both peak energies). Similar to the SIC-Pb case, spatial variations of the
peaks amplitude are observed on length scale much smaller than ξ. Both zero-bias (in b) and peaks height variations (in d)
do not follow directly the distribution of local structural defects or twin boundaries observed in the topography; adapted from
Brun et al.112.

component that should be produced by non-magnetic dis-
order average to zero. The reasons for this important dif-
ference with respect to the behavior of the

√
7 ×
√

3-Pb
might be related to the absence of a true commensurate
periodic potential in the SIC-Pb. Interestingly, spectro-
scopic signatures of Rashba spin-split states, that have
been measured by ARPES in the related Pb/Ge(111)-

β
√

3 ×
√

3 monolayer, were searched for by STS using
proximity effects to Pb islands158. However Kim et al.
could not evidence any peculiar proximity effect that
would be induced by a Rashba spin-orbit coupling in a
two-dimensional superconductor159,160. Moreover in con-
trast to the SIC-Pb there seems to be a large contribu-
tion from subsurface electron states in the Pb/Ge(111)-

β
√

3×
√

3 system.

C. Vortex properties and role of step edges in
monolayer superconducting films

The study of vortices in the presence of magnetic field
is particularly important as it may enable revealing im-
portant characteristics of the superconducting conden-
sate such as anistropy, a multiband or multigap charac-
ter of the system, or unconventional superconductivity.
Studies of Zhang et al8, Brun et al112 and Yoshizawa et
al113 addressed this issue by studying Pb and In mono-
layers on Si(111) by STM/STS under perpendicular mag-
netic field. A very different behaviour was reported be-
tween the one of the SIC-Pb ML on one hand and the one

of the
√

7 ×
√

3-Pb and
√

7 ×
√

3-In on the other hand.
The main finding is that atomic steps connect well the
superconducting condensate in the case of the SIC-Pb
ML112 while atomic steps behave as Josephson junctions
in the case of the

√
7×
√

3-Pb112 and
√

7×
√

3-In113. The
local STS results in the

√
7×
√

3 systems nicely confirms
the hypothesis inferred from macroscopic in situ trans-
port measurements of Uchihashi et al in

√
7×
√

3-In99.

1. zero magnetic field properties at step edges

The fact that in SIC-Pb atomic steps are highly trans-
parent for Cooper pairs, while this is not the case in√

7 ×
√

3-Pb and In, leads to noticeable differences al-
ready in zero-field. In SIC-Pb the tunneling conduc-
tance spectra and the gap do not change across a step
edge, which is illustrated in Fig. 20a,b. Nevertheless,
monoatomic steps of the SIC-Pb are significant sources
of non-magnetic scattering, as shown by a study of the
proximity effect between a superconducting Pb nanois-
land and the SIC-Pb in its normal state at 2.15 K161. In
principle such an S-N proximity effect should be treated
self-consistently, as in the similar study of Cherkez et
al.146, because true superconductivity is induced in the
SIC in the vicinity of Pb islands. However, Kim et al.
assumed zero order parameter in the SIC-Pb, as in an-
other former study162, and extracted that about half the
square resistance of the SIC is due to scattering by the
surface atomic steps161.
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On the other hand inhomogeneous superconducting
properties are often observed in

√
7 ×
√

3-Pb close to
step edges as shown in Fig. 20c,d. Simultaneously, the
atomic structure measured by STM in the topography of
these regions present the same

√
7×
√

3-Pb characteris-
tics as those measured in the terrace interior112. It was
found that in such areas, called nano-protrusions (of sizes
from few nm up to 30 nm), attached to the upper terrace
(the nano-protrusions are the sample areas delimited by
the white dashed line in Fig. 20c), superconductivity is
weakened as shown by the zero-bias conductance map on
Fig. 20d.

The spatial evolution of the spectra measured on the
upper terrace across a nano-protrusion (along the white
dashed line seen in Fig. 20d) reveals in Fig. 20e that
proximity effect takes place between the terrace interior
and the nano-protrusion146,163. Thus the nanoprotru-
sions could be intrinsically either non-superconducting or
having a much smaller energy gap than in the

√
7×
√

3-
Pb interior. Brun et al have proposed that there could
be a mixture of Pb and Si atoms in these areas, weak-
ening superconductivity. This is however not settled yet
and should be further studied. Another possibility could
be that this weakening could be related to the extreme
sensitivity of the

√
7×
√

3-Pb monolayer to non magnetic
disorder, known to induce subgap states112, as reported
above in section VI B. In this case, as there is indeed
increased scattering close to step edges, this could help
rationalize the observed behavior.

A spectacular abrupt change of the tunneling spectra is
observed at the step edge crossing between the upper and
lower terrace, shown in 20e and seen beautifully in the
zero-bias conductance map in 20d. The nano-protrusions
enable revealing that step edges act as Josephson barriers
for Cooper pairs with a low transparency146,163,164.

2. magnetic field properties at step edges

In SIC-Pb the atomic steps are highly transparent for
Cooper pairs. They have no noticeable effect on the
vortex shape that is round and on their organization
that forms a disordered triangular lattice, as shown in
Fig. 21a. Thus these vortices are fully Abrikosov-like, ex-
cept for the extreme type II behavior of these ultrathin
superconductors for which they should be called Pearl
vortices83,85,165. For simplicity we will continue to name
them Abrikosov vortices in the following. The super-
conducting coherence length can be extracted from the
zero-bias conductance profile through an isolated vortex,
leading to ξSIC ≈ 50 nm8,112.

On the contrary, the fact that the
√

7×
√

3-Pb mono-
layer is a network of native Josephson junctions strongly
influences the vortex phase. At low applied magnetic field
all vortices are located along atomic steps (see Fig. 21b);
their cores have various sizes and shapes. Some vortices
appear elongated along the steps but shrank in the per-
pendicular direction. Others seem to almost disappear

having a very shallow aspect. This phenomenon is not
limited to Pb: Yoshizawa et al113 observed a very similar
phenomenon in

√
7 ×
√

3-In (see Fig. 21d in 0.04 T and
Fig. 21c measured in a remnant field).

The reason why the vortices prefer atomic step edges
is clear: Since the energy cost of a vortex core is propor-
tional to the superconducting order parameter, this cost
is significantly lower in locations where the superconduc-
tivity is weakened, i.e. at step edges in the case of the√

7×
√

3-Pb (In)-monolayers.

The deformation of the vortex cores is a more complex
question; it is related to the fact that the characteristic
energy of the junction is the Josephson energy

EJ =
h̄jstepc

2e ,

where jstepc is the maximum Josephson supercur-
rent density (per unit of length for a 2D system) that
the junction can support. At the low temperature of
the experiment, jstepc (r) is given by the Ambegaokar-
Baratoff relation

jstepc (r) = π∆(r)
2eρstep

,

where ρstep is the electric resistivity of the step in
the normal state (in Ω.m). The density jstepc is lower
than the critical supercurrent density jc in the supercon-
ducting terrace, jstepc ≤ jc. Therefore, by current density
conservation the density of currents circulating around
a vortex pinned at a step edge is limited by jstepc ; it is
lower than the density of currents circulating around a
conventional Abrikosov vortex located in a terrace. As a
consequence, the current loops become elongated along
the step edges, see left panels in Fig. 21f.

The current crossing the step edge flows owing to a
phase difference, obeying the Josephson relation

jstep(r) = jstepc (r)sin(∆φ(r)) ,

where ∆φ(r) is the gauge-independent phase differ-
ence between two points situated at opposite sides of
the step edge at a location r. Therefore, in order to
have current flowing, the system has to create two phase
drops ∆φstep across the Josephson barrier B drawn in
the middle panels of Fig. 21f, between points 1-4 and
2-3. Now, let us consider the vortex singularity located
inside the barrier. The vortex currents are given by the
following expression:

−→
j (r) = 2eh̄

m∗ |Ψ(r)|2−→∇φ(r)

They make loops (indicated by dashed lines) owing
to the phase gradients. The total phase accumulation
over the loop is obviously 2π. Due to the two phase
drops ∆φstep in the barrier B, each phase accumulation
on each terrace (between points 1 and 2, and between 3
and 4) is less than π,
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∆φ12 = ∆φ34 = π −∆φstep < π,

while it is exactly ∆φ12 = ∆φ34 = π

in the case of an Abrikosov vortex. Thus, the phase
gradients around the paths 12 (and 34) are lower in
comparison to the case of an Abrikosov vortex, resulting
in a lower superfluid velocity −→vS . This reduced superfluid
velocity provokes a weaker depairing effect on Cooper
pairs than in the Abrikosov vortex case. Consequently,
the suppression of the order parameter is weaker. Near
the vortex centre one has:

|Ψ(r → center)|) ≈ [1− (
jstepc

jc
)2]|Ψ(∞)|

where Ψ(∞) is the unperturbed order parameter
in zero magnetic field and zero currents113.

Remarkably, the order parameter does not become zero
as in the case of an Abrikosov vortex, but remains fi-
nite in presence of a Josephson barrier (right panels in
Fig. 21f). This latter expression allows one to distin-
guish three characteristic cases that this formula links
together: pure Abrikosov vortex, pure Josephson vortex
and intermediate mixed Josephson-Abrikosov case166.

Indeed, when the barrier is highly transparent, jstepc =
jc, one obtains the full suppression of the order param-
eter in the core centre. This is the Abrikosov case. In
the opposite limit, when the Josephson link is very weak:
jstepc � jc and this results in |Ψ(r → center)| ≈ |Ψ(∞)|.
In this case, the superconducting order parameter around
the phase singularity remains unaffected. The intermedi-
ate case of a mixed Abrikosov-Josephson vortex is real-
ized in the

√
7×
√

3-Pb and In-monolayers in Fig. 21b,c,d
showing distorted vortex cores elongated along the steps
and having a smaller amplitude than Abrikosov vortices
shown in Fig. 21a,e,d. These observations are supported
theoretically by microscopic Bogoliubov-deGennes nu-
merical calculations in a 2D tight-binding model113.

Unfortunately, when approaching a pure Josephson sit-
uation where |Ψ(r → center)| ≈ |Ψ(∞)|, the spatial vari-
ations of Ψ(r) become less and less pronounced, and the
spectral signal of the vortex in STS maps vanishes (for in-
stance compare the difference in zero-bias conductances
between the mixed vortices A’ and B’ in Fig. 21c). Nev-
ertheless, the study of pure Josephson vortices by STS is
still possible in SNS proximity junctions167.

In rising magnetic field in
√

7 ×
√

3-Pb and In, more
and more mixed Abrikosov-Josephson vortices located
and elongated along the step edges appear; the inter-
vortex distance decreases. At some field the steps get
saturated by vortices; the energy cost of placing an addi-
tional vortex core at the step edge becomes higher than
the energy required to create a usual Abrikosov vortex
in the nearby terraces. That is why, at higher magnetic
field the new vortices appear in terraces, as demonstrated
in Fig. 21e,d. In Fig. 21e only the new vortices that ap-
peared between 0.04 T and 0.08 T are shown. This map
clearly demonstrates that none of them is located at a

step.
Notice that the spatially inhomogeneous superconduc-

tivity and possibly the high mobility of vortices in the
terraces of the

√
7×
√

3-Pb monolayer could explain the
observed irregular shapes of the Abrikosov vortex cores in
Fig. 21e. In the Indium system, the more regular round
shape of the Abrikosov vortex cores could also be due to
the actual thickness being in fact 2 monolayers instead
of one, creating a larger core energy.

VII. CONCLUSION

We have presented in this review the recent advances
performed in the last ten years in the field of ultrathin
superconductors made of a single atomic plane of simple
metal elements like Pb or In grown on a semiconduct-
ing substrate like Si(111), using molecular beam epitaxy
methods. These systems constitute perfect 2D supercon-
ductors where, in addition, the electrons are truly two-
dimensional, as envisionned long ago by V. Ginzburg.
These systems are extremely well-controlled structurally,
as they are made of a crystalline atomic monolayer lying
directly at the surface: they are accessible to every sur-
face physics characterization tools like LEED, RHEED,
XPS, SXRD. They are also accessible to state-of-the-
art electronic spectroscopic tools like ARPES, STS and
in situ magneto-electrical transport. As a consequence,
they offer a full control of the crystalline quality of the
atomic structure to be confronted in full details to ab ini-
tio DFT calculations enabling to describe quantitatively
both structural and electronic properties.

This favorable situation leads to a rather good under-
standing of their structural and electronic properties.
However an important aspect of these systems is being
only now taken into account in DFT calculations: the
strong-spin orbit coupling (SOC). This step is crucial
from several point-of-views, and in particular in order to
fully model and understand the superconducting proper-
ties beyond the conventional behavior reported initially8:

i) It appears that the ground-state of the crystal is
modified when taking into account spin-orbit coupling,
giving a better agreement with the structures found
from experimental structural studies93.

ii) STS measurements of the local superconducting
properties reveal that in-gap states are induced in the
superconducting gap of the

√
7 ×
√

3-Pb monolayer by
non-magnetic disorder112. This implies that a mixed
singlet-triplet superconducting order parameter exist in
these systems induced by a strong Rashba spin-orbit
coupling117–119. From STS and ARPES measurements
one encounters the following regime: ∆ � ∆R � EF ,
∆ being the superconducting gap, ∆R the spin-orbit
energy splitting at EF , EF being the Fermi energy of
the monolayer. In situ transport measurements in high
parallel magnetic field in a Pb/GaAs(110) monolayer
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are consistent with these results114 and a similar physics
should exist in related superconducting monolayers
where a large SOC was measured by ARPES108. A
similar behavior may also take place in thicker crystalline
films as recent experiments on capped Pb/Si(111) films
suggest168.

iii) Several other important achievements were re-
ported enlightening unexpected new properties of
superconducting systems made of 2D-electrons. Namely,
spatial variations of the coherence peaks height over
length scales much smaller than the superconducting
coherence length were observed and linked theoretically
to local variations of the nonmagnetic disorder112.
A peculiar role of monoatomic steps behaving as
Josephson junctions with low-transparency was found
in monolayer superconductors with an anisotropic
bandstructure99,112,113. This led to the observation of
mixed Abrikosov(Pearl)-Josephson anisotropic vortices
aligned along the step edges. BKT physics using in situ
transport could be studied in monolayer superconductors
going beyond previous experiments although some issues
remain to be clarified108.

In the light of recent measurements, it thus ap-
pears that these superconducting 2D monolayers made
of heavy elements are prototypical systems to study
p-wave superconductivity. Much more experimental and
theoretical work is needed to characterize in details this
p-wave component and properties in the diffusive limit
encountered in the experiment. In particular we have to
study how the s- and p- components live together, what
are their respective amplitudes and how the tunneling
process probes the excitations of both components. The
anisotropy of the bandstructure might play an important
role, considering for example the noticeable differences
existing between the SIC and

√
7×
√

3-Pb MLs regarding
the presence of in-gap states induced by nonmagnetic
disorder. Moreover we want to know which parts of
the bandstructure contribute to which superconducting
component and so on, taking into account that, up to
now, single energy gaps have been measured in such
systems.

2D monolayer superconductors made of heavy ele-
ments offer a very exciting and timely platform to study
topological superconductivity thanks to their p-wave
component due to strong SOC169. As recently proposed
and realized, coupling such systems to controlled and

organized local magnetic structures grown in situ will
enable fabricating and tuning various superconducting
topological phases170, while allowing at the same time
for a full ab initio-based description of their electronic
properties. This should step forward the study of Majo-
rana fermions physics using better controlled systems,
the interface between a trivial and a topological super-
conducting phase being for instance one-dimensional170

instead of zero-dimensional171,172.
VIII. ACRONYMS

DOS: density of states
STM: scanning tunneling microscopy
STS: scanning tunneling spectroscopy
ARPES: angular resolved photoemission spectroscopy
MBE: molecular beam epitaxy
UHV: ultrahigh vacuum
2DEG: two-dimensional electron gas
LEED: low-energy electron diffraction
RHEED: reflection high-energy electron diffraction
XPS: x-ray photoemission spectroscopy
SXRD: surface x-ray diffraction
DFT: density functional theory
u.c.: unit cell
SOC: spin-orbit coupling
Tc: critical temperature
∆: energy gap
kF : Fermi wavevector
λF : Fermi wavelength
EF : Fermi energy
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FIG. 20: Different superconducting behaviors of
atomic step edges in Pb monolayers. Effect of a
monoatomic step edge on the superconductivity of the SIC-
Pb (a,b) and

√
7×
√

3-Pb (c,d,e) monolayers. Combined with
magnetic field measurements (see Fig. 21) it shows that a
monoatomic step is a Josephson junction in

√
7 ×
√

3 while
it is highly transparent in SIC. a),c): Respective topographic
images of the SIC (26×26 nm2) and

√
7×
√

3 (210×210 nm2)
phases centred at single atomic step edges. The dashed line
in c) delimits the separation between nano-protrusions (see
text) and the upper terrace to which they are attached. b),d):
Corresponding zero-bias conductance maps. For the SIC sam-
ple (b), the local tunnelling spectra exhibit a well-developed
superconducting gap across the step edge, which is indistin-
guishable in the spectroscopic map. For the

√
7 ×
√

3 sam-
ple (d), the nano-protrusions exhibit a high zero-bias conduc-
tance and thus are not superconducting. In the vicinity of
the nano-protrusions, the upper terrace shows a spatially de-
pendent zero-bias conductance due to the inverse proximity
effect, the superconducting gap being restored on a scale of
several tens of nanometres. On the lower terrace, the gap
abruptly reopens in the immediate vicinity of the step edge
close to the nano-protrusion. e): Spatial evolution of the zero-
bias conductance (ZBC) along the dashed line shown in d),
when going from the upper to the lower terrace through a
nano-protrusion. The lateral extent of the nano-protrusion is
between the red arrow (0 nm) and the black dashed line (20
nm) as seen in inferred from panel c). Selected dI=dV spectra
measured along this dashed line are shown in real conductance
units. Yellow and grey discs schematically depict silicon and
lead atoms in the vicinity of the step edge. Reproduced after
Brun et al.112
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FIG. 21: Different superconducting behaviors of atomic step edges in Pb and In monolayers deduced from
vortex arrangements. Different vortex arrangements in SIC-Pb (a),

√
7 ×
√

3-Pb (b,e) and In monolayers (c,d). Panels a)
to e) show zero-bias dI/dV conductance maps. a): in SIC-Pb vortices have conventional round cores; monoatomic steps do
not perturb their shapes significantly. b): in

√
7×
√

3-Pb and c) in
√

7×
√

3-In-monolayers at low field all vortices are pinned
at step edges; the vortex cores are elongated along the steps direction. The spectral STS contrast is particularly low for some
of these vortices. They are identified as mixed Abrikosov-Josephson vortices (see text). d), e): At higher field, when the steps
get saturated with Abrikosov-Josephson vortices, new vortices of Abrikosov type (round) occupy the terraces (in d at 0.08T
the differential map shows only the additional vortices that appeared when the field was increased from 0.04T to 0.08T.) f):
Deformation of the vortex core located at a Josephson junction (top three schematics) as compared to a round Abrikosov vortex
core in an homogeneous superconductor (bottom three schematics). Left panels: current flow; middle panels: evolution of the
superconducting phase; right panels: spatial distribution of the superconducting order parameter. The phase singularity in the
left and middle panels is represented by an open circle. After Brun et al.112 and Yoshizawa et al.113.


